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Jury convicts woman of six counts of
child abuse

GREENSBURG, Pa. (AP)
- A Jury convicted a woman
Tuesday of doing nothing to
stop her boyfriend from
burning her young son with
cigarettes and throwing
him into a door.
Jurors In Westmoreland
County Court needed only
90 minutes to convict Gloria
Highhawk of six counts of
child abuse against her son
when the boy was 22 months
old.
Highhawk testified that
she would have intervened
if she had seen Jack Blgley
hurt the boy at her house In
New Kensington on Nov. 14,
1992. Blgley was charged
but died In 1994 before he
could be tried.
Separately, Highhawk
has been charged with giving another man a fatal dose
of heroin. That man, Steven
Wilson of New Kensington,
was a quadriplegic.

Prosecutors ask that
smokers not be excluded from lawsuit

NEW ORLEANS - Prosecutors asked an appeals
court Tuesday not to exclude millions of smokers
from a landmark lawsuit,
arguing that It would delay
for years a decision on
whether tobacco companies
deliberately hid knowledge
that nicotine Is addictive.
But Kenneth Starr, an attorney for the cigarette
manufacturers, told the
panel that smokers' cases
should be tried separately
because different circumstances are Involved with
each plaintiff.
A class action suit Is
proper only If the findings
apply equally to all plaintiffs, he argued.

Quote of
the day
"This was the
most incrediibleexpen-,
lence most or
I us had."
-Shaun Mooman,
president of the
men's choir, about
singing on
Letterman

BG Men's
Chorus
sings on
Letterman
Gemil Pmlich
The BC News

AL Scores
New York
Cleveland
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Some members of the University's Men's Chorus had quite an
experience over spring break
when they appeared on "The Late
Show with David Letterman."
Shaun Moorman, president of
the men's chorus, said some
members of the group were waiting in line to try to get tickets for
the taping of the show when they
starting singing to entertain the
audience waiting outside.
The chorus was In New York
City for part of their annual
spring break tour, which tries to
recruit new members to the University, Moorman said
"This helped to raise the tour
to a new level," Moorman said.
"The morale of our group shot
sky high after the appearance."
Steve Kovach, senior member
of the chorus, said the 35 seconds
of fame on the show was a
"blast."
"There was a group of us singing in front of the theatre and one
woman from Philadelphia saw us
and liked us," he said "When she
got into the show she told Dave
that he should bring us on, which
he said he might"
Moorman said Letterman kept
joking that if the show got boring, he would have the "college
guys" on. Moorman said the
members waited and were about
to give up on getting on the show
when a producer came out to tell
them they were going to be on for
a short appearance.
About 21 members of the men's
chorus appeared on the show and
sang "Brothers Sing On" as well
as the men's chorus "tag" mentioning Bowling Green State
University.
"This was the most incredible
experience many of us had,"
Moorman said. "It was great for
the men's chorus and the University."
Kovach said the appearance on
Letterman had a "tremendous effect" on the tour.
"Many of the members of the
men's chorus are here now due to
these tours, and through this apSee CHOIR, page four.

The Freemen's religious beliefs may frustrate federal efforts to
get them to leave their barricaded ranch. People have come from

all over In attempts to solve the problem.

Standoff continues with Freemen
Group now leaning more toward racist Christian Identity beliefs
David Foster
The Associated Press
JORDAN, Mont. - The
Freemen's religious beliefs,
even more than their antigovernment political views,
may frustrate federal efforts
to get them to leave their barricaded ranch.
The Freemen's rejection of
government and Its monetary
system ultimately led to the
charges on which two of their
leaders were arrested March
25, leading to the standoff at
the group's 960-acrc ranch.
Among other things, the two
were charged with bad check
schemes, and conspiring to
kidnap and murder a federal
judge involved in the foreclosure against the ranch.
But after a week of being
confined to the snow-covered
ranch, watched by federal
agents who have a direct tele-

phone line to the ranch compound, the Freemen are showing signs of leaning more heavily on the racist Christian Identity teachings that form the
basis of their politics.
"It's very frightening," said
Eric Ward, associate director
of the Northwest Coalition
Against Malicious Harassment The Seattle-based human
rights group is well-known in
the region for keeping track of
neo-Nazis, white supremacists
and other fringe groups.
"They believe there's a
world conspiracy that has singled them out and that satanic
powers will be turned against
them," Ward said. "It creates
the idea of being crusaders or
even martyrs for the cause."
The Christian Identity
movement holds that white
people from northern Europe
are God's chosen, while Jews
are the offspring of Satan and

blacks are subhuman "mud
people."
This theology may be backbone of the Freemen's efforts
to set up their own government
and claim America for "true
citizens."
Being cooped up on the ranch
reinforces the Freemen's usagainst-them world view, Ward
said
"It's like a cult," Ward said.
"These are people who have
isolated themselves from the
rest of society. There's no
moderating influence. They're
feeding on one another's fears
and paranoia. That becomes an
explosive situation for those
who have to deal with this
group."
One of the men arrested by
federal agents was LeRoy
Schweitzer, alleged to be behind the group's bad-check
schemes. Those still at the
compound included Rodney O.

Skurdal and Dale M. Jacobt,
both said to be spiritual leaders
of the group.
"Schweitzer seemed to be
the clever operator," said rancher Kenneth Coulter, who
lives four miles from the
Freemen's ranch. "Skurdal Is
more or less their messiah and
preacher."
The Freemens' only public
statement was a printed note
posted Monday at the ranch's
gate, asking TV camera crews
to stay a half-mile away. It was
signed "Rodney Owen," Skurdal's first and middle names.
The use of first and middle
names appeared to extend to
Schweitzer, who demanded at
his arraignment last week to be
referred to as "LeRoy Michael."
And a woman who tried to
get the FBI to let her onto the
compound Monday also follows
that naming practice.

Agents face inquiry for'Good OP Boy Roundups'
Marty Gordon
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin referred
31 agents for further inquiry or
possible discipline Tuesday for
participating in "Good or Boy
Roundups" that included racist
behavior.
At the same time, the Treasury
Department barred Its 19,500 law
enforcement officers from attending future Roundups and adopted guidelines for officers'
off-duty behavior.
Treasury officials, reacting to
the fallout from the annual parties, said they are Instituting
rules to prohibit "off-duty manifestations of racial and other
forms of bias." The gatherings
for law enforcement officers at a
southeastern Tennessee campground, held for the last 16 years,
turned in recent years Into marathon drinking bouts where
women feared for their safety
and some participants engaged in
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FBI, ATF, IRS, Secret Service barred from racist behavior
racist conduct.
Reviews by inspectors general
at the Treasury and the Justice
departments found that 45 Justice employees and 120 to 200
Treasury workers attended the
Roundups over the 16-year
period.
The reviews found no evidence
that the Treasury or Justice employees engaged in overtly racist
acts. But some of the agents witnessed such acts and should have
taken action to stop them, Treasury officials told reporters.
"We cannot enforce the law,
fairly and with repute, unless law
enforcement officials demonstrate, in perception and reality,
that their behavior is as free
from bias as the fair administration of justice requires* them to
be," Rubin said in a statement.
In addition, he said, "All Treasury employees are on notice
that they should not attend anything like a 'Good Ol' Boy Roun-

dup' in 1996 or at any time in the
future."
The new rules against racist
behavior immediately take effect
for all Treasury agents except
for unionized employees in the
U.S. Customs Service, for whom
it will be an Issue In contract negotiations, the officials said The
other Treasury agencies include
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms, the Secret Service
and the Internal Revenue Service.
The guidelines, recommended
by a Treasury task force, also include a stringent screening process. Including psychological
testing, to avoid hiring agents
who are biased or emotionally
unstable.
A law enforcement official said
the rules raise questions about
how much control a government
agency can exercise over its employees' personal time.
"This is a very far-reaching ...

policy that's going to have some
constitutional issues attached to
it," Victor G. Oboyski, president
of the Federal Law Enforcement
Officers Association, said in a
telephone interview. He said
agents "are going to be required
to be politically correct" in their
freetlme.
Rubin's action affecting the 31
Treasury agents is being taken
under current department rules,
said Ronald Noble, former Treasury undersecretary for' enforcement who Is serving as a
consultant to the department on
the matter. Of the 31,15 will be
referred to their agencies for
disciplinary Inquiries and 16 for
fact-finding inquiries or counseling. If disciplinary action is taken, the most severe sanction
could be removal of the employees from their jobs, he said
Noble said the 15 were singled
out for possible disciplinary action because they witnessed ra-

Colored Ink

cist incidents and didn't try to
stop them or may have misused
government vehicles at the
Roundups. The other 16 are believed not to have witnessed the
acts but showed bad judgment by
attending more than one Roundup, especially after 1989, he
said
Of the IS employees referred
for disciplinary inquiries, seven
work for the ATF, one Is with the
Customs Service, one with the
IRS and six with the Secret Service. Of the 16 referred for factfinding Inquiries or counseling,
six are with the ATF, two with
Customs, two with the IRS, four
with the Secret Service and two
with the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center. No employees' names were released.
Noble also revealed that of the
100 or so Treasury agents working on a federal Investigation of
recent fires at predominantly
black Southern churches, two
were among those being referred
for disciplinary Inquiries.
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Crackhead-looking kid harassed
Dance Marathon more
successful than BG News
This past weekend Bowling
Green State University made history, not only within the campus
but throughout the nation. In
fact, as a result of many dedicated and caring individuals, over
$45,000 was raised for children
with terminal illness in the
Northwest region of Ohio. This
enormous achievement gives
Bowling Green the dubious honor
of being one of the most successful hosts of a Dance Marathon in
the entire United States of America. Pretty Impressive! Yet, I am

very disappointed that The BG
News only felt that this event
was worthy of a picture with a
small caption to identify It.
Thousands of man hours went
into the enormous success of this
event, and all those who participated deserve credit - more than
Just a picture In the paper. This
Dance Marathon did not just take
place on March 16th and 17th. It
started long before that and developed tremendously because
people really do care about helping others - students really do
care! So, please take this letter to
heart, and give all those involved
the credit that they deserve.
Leslie Kucsma

The BG News
If you want to submit a letter
to the editor, please follow these
steps:
^fe
• Make sure the letter is less than 300 words. Please
include your major, year and phone number.
• Make sure it is typed, not handwritten.
• Please bring it to 210 West Hall with a current ID,
or e-mail it to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Everyone's got at least one
tasty Spring Break '96 story.
Here's mine.
Heading east for my glamorous getaway in beauteous
Youngstown, Ohio, I zipped by a
Highway Patrolman at 72. After a
few nervous minutes of playing
the "Will he pull out?" head
game, the Inevitable occured and
my G. Lovemobile was pulled
over.
Anticipating a $75 ticket, I saw
my parent's Spring break loan
flash before my eyes. I rolled
down my window, and of course,
Mr. Officer came to the other
window. This big, buff, buzzcut
blonde informed me I had been
going 72. (Newsflash: "You're
safe at 9 m.p.h. over the limit" is
a fallacy.) Additionally, I had
"touched the white line" twice,
which happened as I dug for
Turnpike change, but he attributed to the wind. Or so he said.
In a matter of seconds, I was
out of the car and being patted
down thoroughly. I've never been
touched so intimately without a
kiss. A series of rapid-fire questions followed. "In my pocket?

Pierce
That's Chapstlk. Sure you can see
it. No, I don't have any narcotics
or firearms in my vehicle."
By now I was a little anxious
and a little angry. Why was this
routine speeding ticket beginning to resemble "True Stories of
the Highway Patrol"? Could it
have been my youth and mv ultra-shaggy, wrong side o' the law
appearance? Before I could think
on it, I was in the back of his patrol car, getting the news that a
drug-sniffing dog was on the way
and that if I didn't want to go to
Jail, I'd better fess up. I was flabbergasted.
As I prepared to Indignantly
tell of my scholarship and GPA.
some shmoe pulled up with his
HOOD BLOWN OFF and ended
the ordeal. The officer, forced to
protect and serve a motorist in

peril, begrudgingly let me go
with a warning.
I scooted off, thankful that my
wallet had stayed fat. It took only
a moment, however, for me to get
offended and profoundly pissed
that I had been so mistreated. My
vehicular offenses were slight,
but the clean-cut copper took one
glance at me and figured he had
himself a bonanza. To him, long
hair, a battered coat, and Bono
shades equaled crackhead.
People have judged me on my
apperance before, be It uptight
moms hustling their kids past me
at stores, or my fellow students
doing double-takes at my hairstyle of the week, but this was
the first time that someone's lg-

Pulled over, patted
down, and threatened
on Spring Break: yet
another lesson for
suburban white boy
on how America
really works.

norant, hasty presumption could
have had serious repercussions.
This guy was "duhhh" incarnate,
but since he had a badge, he had
the right to waste my time and
give me heart palpatations. I
drove for fifteen minutes spewing expletives his way, but as I
write, I have to thank him for his
ignorance.
You see, this was my first
brush with harrassment by the
men In blue, the fuzz, five-oh, the
P-I-dont-you-dare. But for city
youth arid people of color, the sad
fact remains that police harrassment is a distasteful experience that must be endured too
often, no matter how clean you
keep your nose. It's been that
way for decades, and unless I've
missed the news on proposed
"Cop Sensitivity Training," it's
going to stay that way. (Law Enforcement majors, take note:
Dont be Jerks!)
Pulled over, patted down, and
threatened on Spring Break: yet
another lesson for suburban
white boy on how America really
works.Matt Pierce is the
Wednesday columnist-
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Dr. Quinn goesskating on break
I turned in my paper, got in my
car, and took off.
"Wah-hoo! Spring Break baby,
it's finally here!" I thought to
myself, "Florida, Cancun, Daytona. Ha! I get to go to my house
and watch ice skating." Okay, I
dldnt really think that. Maybe I
should have.
What I had been thinking was
that basketball would be on all
week, and I could vegitate for
awhile. I did manage to do this in
the beginning. I totaled it up, I
think I watched 37 hours of basketball the first 24 hours I was
home. So you're saying this isn't
possible? How would you know?
You weren't even here. You were
In Florida, Cancun, and Daytona
lying on the beach!
Then Saturday night it happened. I looked lustfully into her
eyes anticipating that special
moment. Sorry, I needed to get
your attention. I could sense that
I was losing you. I was afraid that
at any minute that
hot/cute/sexy guy/girl that you
have a crush on/lust after/stalk
would walk by and you would
miss the Important Information I
am about to relay.
Basketball ended at 8:30 on
Saturday Night and wouldn't resume until NOON on Sunday.
Just what In the name ofThe
Presidents of the United States of
America" was I supposeeKo do
(Here's a thought - change the
name of the band. It's kind of
long and my fingers are tired
from typing it.) (Of course, if I
really wanted to write less I
could stop Inserting these pointless remarks in parentheses.)

Luckily for me, my old flame
arrived at 9:00 p.m. I hadnt seen
her since the last time I had been
home. She hadn't changed at all,
except for the fact she was now
pregnant I didn't even mind, I
knew the father and thought he
was a great guy. Of course by
now you realize I am talking
about the one, the only "Dr.
Quinn Medicine Woman." I'll tell
you right now that nobody, I
mean NOBODY rides a horse like
Jane Seymour. She's like Pamela
Anderson only with an I.Q. of
...well, only with an I.Q. period.
So for the next hour I forgot
about basketball and learned that
women are smart, can do many
things as well as OR better than
men, and overcome many obstacles. I also learned this In several
of my classes where many a female has received a 99/100, thusly blowing any curve and my
shot at an A That's okay, I
could've done better if I studied
as hard as they did. Who knows? I
probably would"ve had more time
to study If I didn't spend all of my
time writing these columns that I
don't get paid for.
I was hastily jerked back to the
present at 1040 p.m. (This is it,
can you really believe It? I
dragged you through all of this
and I am FINALLY going to get
to the point. Yeah). The point Is, I
found out that the worst hour of
television is (no surprise) Saturday night at 10:00. I was accustomed to staying up until 2 or 3
am. at college. This meant I was
going to be wide awake and attentive through either "Walker,
Texas Ranger," Ice skating (also

known as figure skating because
no one has, as yet, figured out
what the point is), or "Sisters"
(full body shiver). Seriously, how
do you choose? Fortunately for
me, my mom and my sister chose
for me. Ice skating it was.
Now, I havent seen a whole
bunch of ice skating. I think the
last time I watched It was around
the time that Tonya Harding and
Nancy Kerrigan were playing
tag. (Isnl Nancy still "it"?; With
the amount of skating that I have
seen, I just dont get it. It doesn't
appeal to me. It seems to me that
ice skating needs a little something to liven it up. Right now the
most exciting thing that happens
Is when the German judge gives
the American a low score, because the German judge Is still
ticked about WWII. So I put a lot
of thmighr Into it, and I came up
with some ways to make ice skating more interesting.
Give the skaters points for falling. In fact, base the whole thing
on falling. The Judging will be
based on how many times can
you fall, in 3 minutes, to any song
that you want to play. What the
heck, we'll even give bonus
points in pairs skating for every
time they drop their partner.
I have three words for you:
Kung-Fu Skating.
- Have hockey players on the ice
during the routines to check
anyone who doesn't fall (Notice a
theme here).
Let them (the girls) wear pants.
Those girls have to be cold. Saturday night, one of the girls was

wearing a dress that looked like
it had been made with a salad
shooter. Is this necessary? Besides, wearing pants will prevent
them from getting scrapes from
all of these falls they will be making.
Take away their skates. Let's
see just how high they can jump
in socks. You're not so special
now, are you, Mr. "I'm In the
Olympics and You're Not?"
Forget this professional stuff.
Only allow amateurs to compete.
I mean real amateurs. Do it like
"The Price Is Right." Sell tickets.
Pick a member of the audience.
"Walter Kluckman, come on
down! You are the next contestant on "That's Too Bad," where
If you don't know how to skate,
"That's Too BAD."
That's all I have The only thing
left to decide Is what is more pathetic; that I spent a whole night
doing nothing but watching television, or that you have read a
whole column about it, possibly '
even finding it interesting? Now
who needs to get a life? You're
right. Both of us.
Tom Mather is a guest columnist for the BGNews. He spent
spring break bored out of his
mind until the trip back, when he
got his first speeding ticket for 85
dollars. When he arrived back at
BG, he found out he won 45 dollars in the NCAA Basketball
pool. So basically, life always
evens out, minus forty dollars.
Angry ice skaters can e-mail him
at mather9bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Trade trip to India
may open doors for
16 Ohio companies

Blowing in the wind

Ukeourservea."
Voinovich also plans stops in
Germany and Israel before reCOLUMBUS -Gov. George turning to Columbus on Amil 26.
Voinovich said Tuesday that his
On other topics, Voinovich
presence on an upcoming trade
hip to India may help open some said:
doors for Ohio companies dealing
■He would be more comfortawith local bureaucrats.
"Government plays an impor- ble with a new bill based on his
tant role in Indian business," proposed changes to the state's
Voinovich told reporters, and minority contract set-aside prohaving a high-ranking govern- gram rather than using a similar
ment official along may help cut bill Introduced by Sen. Gene
through some of the red tape that Watts, R-Gal loway.
routinely snarls U.S. ventures
there.
Last week Voinovich proposed
Voinovich leaves Friday with basing the state's affirmative acexecutives from 16 Ohio com- tion program on social or ecopanies for a 12-day trade mission nomic disadvantage rather than
to New Delhi, Bangalore and on race.
Bombay.
Watts' plan adds women and
Six previous trade trips have
resulted in exports to Asia, military veterans to the mix and
Europe and the Middle East total- places a five-year cap on particiing at least $192 million, he said.
pation.
"We work very, very hard in
Ohio to convince companies that
"1 think there are some large
their long-term survival depends differences between Sen. Watts'
on competing in the global mar- bill and what I have proposed,"
ketplace," Voinovich said.
Voinovich said.
This month's trip will focus on
promoting the state's consumer
aTThe fate of financially trouproducts, health care services, bled Central State University, a
banking, telecommunications public university that traditionalequipment, railroad product ly has had a largely black student
manufacturing and other in- population, is still up in the air.
dustries.
Paul Colby Sr., president of
"I know this: We cant keep goYoungstown-based Spirex Corp., ing the way we are," he said, notsaid he plans to use the trip to ing that per-student costs are
help develop some of the con- about 60 percent higher than at
tacts his company has received other state-supported schools.
from India.
"I would be interested to see
Paul Colby Jr. said participat- what recommendations we get
ing in last year's trade trip to back from the Board of ReChina helped boost the visibility gents."
of the manufacturer of equip■No decision has yet been
ment used in plastics processing.
made on whether to introduce a!
"We probably met people then bill containing the state's capital
that It would take five to 10 years improvement budget before the
to meet," Colby Jr. said. "It opens summer recess or after the Nov..
up doors for small companies 5 general election.
Paul Souhndi
The Associated Press
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Hermit's Ftunilu Restaurant
A Cleveland reiidenl braves the weather to get to the Cleveland
ItdUoi fane. However, the Indians' home opener wai cancelled

307 S. Main St - B.G.
JJ,
pb. 354-1388
^r>
BGSU'S BREAKFAST PLACE
V
(Serving Breakfast All Day)

Moaday. Cleveland lost to the New York Yankee* 7-1 Tuesday.

Officials ask for bus improvements
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- Publicity
alone hasn't been enough to awaken parents and school officials
to how dangerous a school bus
can be, an Ohio prosecutor complained Tuesday.
Greene County, Ohio, Prosecuting Attorney William

Schenck, wearing a large creamcolored ribbon on his lapel, told a
Senate committee he has been
frustrated to find that the death
last year of a 13-year-old Ohio
girl didn't sound enough alarms
to prevent the death this year of
a 14-year-old New York girl
under similar conditions.
Brandl Browder of Beaver-
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creek, Ohio, and Andrea Chen of after their coat drawstrings
White Plains, N.Y., were killed
See DRAWSTRING, page four.
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Easy Transaction Checking
Just the ticket for people going places.
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Going to college? To Europe? Or just out on your own?
National City's ETC gives you access to your money all along the way.
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And, you get to write up to ten checks a month for everything else.

No monthly maintenance fee.

A

National City's ETC has no monthly maintenance fee*
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Which means people going places can get there faster.

Get details at our Bowling Green State
University branch, 735 S. Main St, today.
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Former auditor faces inquiry
State believes loans made by Ferguson to his son were illegal
A woman who answered his
telephone said he would not reCOLUMBUS - Former state turn the call.
Montgomery began the InAuditor Thomas E. Ferguson
faces an Investigation Into the vestigation baaed on Informalegality of $197,800 in cam- tion she received Friday In an
paign funds he was believed to letter from attorney Patrick
have loaned to his son from McLaughlin.
McLaughlin Is the special
1987 to 1993.
Attorney General Betty prosecutor who headed a sepaMontgomery wants to de- rate Investigation into Fergutermine If the money was still son's fund-raising activities.
on loan. She will try to collect Ferguson held office from 1975
any outstanding balance, Mark to 1995.
Weaver, deputy attorney genFerguson, 67, was found
guilty in Franklin County
eral, said.
Ferguson could not be Common Pleas Court after
reached for comment Tuesday. pleading no contest March 4 to
The Associated Press

soliciting campaign contributions from classified employees.
He was ordered to pay a
$2,500 fine and perform 180
hours of community service.
He also was ordered to relinquish his campaign fund,
which showed a balance of
$467,008 at the end of 1995, to
Montgomery's control for disbursement to charitable organizations of her choice.
McLaughlin said last week
that three checks worth
$180,000 had been written from
the Friends of Ferguson campaign fund to Ferguson's son.

T. David Ferguson, In 1987,
1989 and 1990.
McLaughlin said the money
apparently was for an equity
loan the younger Ferguson
used to buy a residence In Cincinnati.
The most recent loan, as far
as we know, was made in October 1993 for $175,000. The
balance of the prior loans was
added to bring the total principal amount to $197,800, plus interest," McLaughlin said.
Weaver said Mclaughlin's
letter called into question
whether money from loans to
Ferguson's son was owed-

Art museum to develop neighborhood
The Associated Press
TOLEDO - The Toledo Museum of Art has spent millions of
dollars Improving the inside of
the building. Now the museum Is
looking outside its walls.
Executive Director David
Steadman said Tuesday the museum may spend $8 million to
spruce up the area surrounding
the museum.
"All of the work that has been
In the museum over the last 30
years has been Internal - trying
to get our building up to speed,"
Steadman said. "What we're trying to do Is work outside, link
ourselves with all of the areas directly around the museum."
Museum officials said Tuesday

the renovation will cost $8 million. Much of that cost will be
paid for with donations.
The plan, designed by Philadelphia landscape architect
Laurie Olin, includes installing
new lights outside the museum
and the adjacent Center for the
Visual Arts, a $10 million facility
that opened in 1993. It also Includes small parks, outdoor artwork, new walkways and more
trees.
"If there are major sculptures
and major places to sit, you have
interesting space," Steadman
said. "It means that you will want
to go there. That's what we're
trying to do - create an outdoor
magnet, a place where space and
art mix."

CHOIR
Continued from page one.
pearance we got our name out,"
he said.

Moorman said being on the
show was Important because
many high school and college
students watch It, which Is the
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Trial may soon
start for bubonic
plague possessor
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A federal Judge
likely will reject the plea bargain
of a man accused of Illegally obtaining bubonic plague bacteria
through the mail, the man's lawyer said today.
Larry Wayne Harris, 44, in
November pleaded guilty to one
count of wire fraud. Two counts
of wire fraud and one count of
mail fraud were dropped.
Harris was arrested last May
after receiving three vials of
freeze-dried inactive bacteria at
his home in Lancaster, 27 miles
southeast of Columbus. The bubonic plague killed one-fourth of
the European population In the
1300s but now can be treated
with antibiotics.
Harris' attorney, George
Luther, said U.S. District Court
Judge Susan Dlott told him she
will reject the plea agreement
during Harris' sentencing today.

The museum fronts on Monroe the museum, likes the plan.
"If it makes the neighborhood
Street, a heavily traveled boulevard near downtown. The neigh- look better, I'm all for It," she
borhood surrounding the mu- said.
The museum, founded In 1901,
seum is composed of aging oneand two-story wood-frame spent $8 million in the early
homes but there is little residen- 1990s to renovate parts of the
tial activity. The back of the mu- building and Improve its Perisseum borders Interstate 475.
tyle concert hall.
Visitors rarely venture off the
museum grounds, but Steadman
Most of the money for the
would like to change that.
project came from businesses
"As it is now, the museum is and local families.
basically isolated from the
The Associated Press
neighborhood across this big
The museum has attracted top
boulevard. What we're trying to exhibits in recent years. It was
TOLEDO - A federal lawsuit
do is see If we can link ourselves one of two museums in 1994 to
both visually and psychologically exhibit the works of Flemish art- has been filed against the Glidto the neighborhood," Steadman ist Peter Paul Rubens. The exhi- den Co., which Is accused of polsaid.
bit attracted more than 150,000 luting a Lake Erie tributary.
The lawsuit says the companSandra Jackson, who lives near people.
y's paint manufacturing plant in
the Trie County community of
Huron violated its discharge
permit and the Clean Water Act
age level the group la trying to after the appearance our con- between December 1986 and
recruit.
certs were more packed."
March 1993.
"This appearance affected the
Also during their spring trip,
The lawsuit was filed Monday
community and the University about 45 members of the group in U.S. District Court by the Jusbecause more people heard us also appeared on the "The Today tice Department and the U.S. Enthan ever before," he said. "We Show" to sing a couple songs. The
vironmental Protection Agency.
saw a difference because even members went to the NBC stuGlidden, which is based in
dios In their tuxedos and sang
outside.
"We made it on national television on both CBS and NBC, but it
was most exciting for us to rep- Continued from page three,
resent the University and get our
Kumler will host lecture:
snagged on bus rails and they
name out," Moorman said.
Dr. Marvin Kumler,
Psychology professor, will
present his "Last Lecture,"
Monday, April 8, 1996 at 7:30
p.m. in the Community Suite
of the University Union.
Dr. Kumler will be
speaking on 'Living Well."
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda
Delta, the lecture permits
Kumler to speak to students
and faculty as if it were his
last opportunity to do so.
The lecture is free and
open to all.

Luther said he did not know
Dion's reason. Dion did not return a phone message seeking
comment
If the agreement is rejected,
Harris likely will withdraw fails
guilty plea and go on trial, Luther
said.
The plea bargain allows for a
sentence of no more than six
months in Jail.
. If convicted of all four original
charges, Harris could face a
maximum penalty of 18 months
in prison. The sentence could be
increased to a —3d—1 of two
years If the government proves
the vials contained dangerous
material and Harris posed a
threat to the community,
Authorities said Harris misrepresented his circumstances
when he ordered the bacteria
from American Type Culture
Collection of RockvUle, Md.

Glidden accused of
polluting Erie stream

Last Lecture

Cleveland, makes oil and latex
water-based paints, resins, can
coatings and powder coatings.
The lawsuit says Glidden repeatedly exceeded discharge limits for oil and grease, zinc, copper, chlorine and fecal ooliform.
It also accuses Glidden of using cooling-water treatment additives without first obtaining
written permission from the Ohio
EPA.
The government is asking the
court to Issue an order that will
require Glidden to comply with
its existing permit and with the
Clean Water Act.

DRAWSTRING

were pulled under the wheels as
the vehicles took off for the next
stop.
Schenck took the Browder case
to a grand jury, which after an
eight-month investigation produced no criminal indictments.
The bus driver, meanwhile,
pleaded no contest to vehicular
homicide
Schenck held up a metal nut
tied to a cord to show how easy It
was to check whether a school
bus rail needed to have a spacer
- nothing more complicated than
a washer - added to prevent a
drawstring toggle from gening
caught.
He said he was upset when a
school official In Ohio didn't
know what he was talking about
when he brought up bus safety,
and when New York wrote that it
would let its school buses operate
without modification.
"How many people are you going to kill and pass the buck before you get It?"
Since 1991, seven children
have been killed after cords or
straps became entangled as they
exited school buses, according to
the National Highway Transportation Safety Administration,
which has been issuing warnings
to bus manufacturers and school
systems.
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Prisoners' kids strain abilities of agencies
DliMDvston
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Champagne
Suites was 6 when her mother
went to prison. "I'm still angry at
her for leaving me for 10 years,''
she says. "I cant get over it, as
much aa I try to."
At a time when America's
prison population is booming.
Champagne is far from alone.
Most of the 14 million people
jailed each year are parents who
leave kids behind, social workers
say. The situation has become
more critical in the last decade
because of a 300 percent increase
in Imprisoned women, mostly for
drug crimes.
Now, the needs of prisoners'

children are straining the abilities of private and government
agencies.
"We are talking about millions
and millions and millions of children whose lives are affected by
the Imprisonment, or the correctional supervision, of a parent,"
said Creasle Fhmey Halrston,
dean of the University of IllinoisChicago's college of social work.
The problems of these kids
were the subject of a recent program for social workers sponsored by the Child Welfare
League of America.
Most women in Jail have two or
more children and often are
single parents, said John Mattlngly of the Annie Casey Foundation, a Baltimore philanthropy

group that works to improve this spring and go to college
"There is a myth that imprisconditions for disadvantaged
children and families.
onment is so common in some
Some children, such as Cham- neighborhoods that there Is no
pagne, iMttitain a relationship stigma attached to it," says Halrwith the parent.
ston. "But you would have to see
"She was very caring," Cham- and hear some of the things kids
pagne said of her mother. "She say to one another on the playwas very involved. ... If I did ground. It may not be 'your
something wrong she would cor- mother is a prostitute.' It doesn't
come out that nicely."
rect me."
It's not like losing a parent
Now that she's out of prison,
they have a good relationship. through divorce, said Emani
But they cant live together, said Davis, 17, of White Plains, N.Y.,
Champagne, now 17, who ex- whose father went to jail when
plained she grew up without a she was 6. Her father wont be at
parent and cant become a child her high school graduation like
again.
the divorced fathers of her
The teen-ager, who has lived in friends.
"I cant call him," she said. "He
a convent for.years, will graduate from a Catholic girls' school has to call me and if there is a

Two deputies suspended for
beating Mexican man, woman
JafTWOM
The Associated Press
SOUTH EL MONTE, Calif.- In
a videotaped beating that recalled the Rodney King case, two
sheriff's deputies repeatedly
clubbed a Mexican man and
woman after a 70-mile highway
chase.
Both deputies were immediately suspended. In Washington, the White House asked the
Justice Department to monitor
the case.
Television helicopter news
crews on Monday videotaped the
deputiea chasing a battered
pickup truck crammed with 21
people suspected of sneaking
across the border. The pickup
reached speeds of 100 mph before stopping on the side of the
freeway.
One deputy, holding his baton
two-handed like a baseball bat,
was videotaped clubbing the
driver on the back and shoulders
with a baton, even as the driver
fell, face down, on the ground.
When the woman got out of the
cab, the same deputy beat her in
the back with the baton, then
grabbed her by the hair and
pulled her to the ground. At least
one other deputy struck her with
his baton.
Neither the woman nor the
man appeared to resist or make
any attempt to get away.
The others in the pickup took
off but were later rounded up by
police and taken to an Immigration and Naturalization Service
center for questioning.
The unidentified driver suffered bruises and a possible fractured elbow from the baton

blows, police said. He was hospitalized and awaited booking on
charges of felony evading arrest,
throwing objects from a vehicle,
and possibly assault or felony hitand-run for allegedly sideswiping two cars.
The woman did not require
hospltalizatlon.
The Riverside County Sheriffs
Department Immediately began
an internal investigation and
placed the two deputies on paid
administrative leave. Their
names were not released, but the
department said one has been on
the force for 21 years and the
other for five years.
"I'm not going to stand up here
and say that there was no force
used, because you would laugh
me out of the room," Sgt. Mark
linhman, a sheriffs spokesman,
told reporters. "We saw It. we
saw the same videotape that
everyone's seen, and we're embarrassed."
Jose Pescador, Mexico's consul
general in Los Angeles, said he
was shocked by the TV footage
and wanted iustice.

"At first I was angry, but I also
was surprised because I didn't
believe that those people were
police officers," he said.
It was unclear whether the
officers fully realized they were
being taped, but the helicopters
are noisy and in most cases
clearly marked with station identification.
President Clinton was concerned by the case. White House
press secretary Mike McCurry
said today In Washington.
"We are asking the Justice Department to keep us apprised of
any effort they make to monitor
the situation," and consider possible civil rights implications,
McCurry said. "We are confident
they will do whatever is appropriate."
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Southern California also
called for Justice Department
Involvement.
"The officers Just beat those
people up - really hard blows,"
executive director Ramona RipSee POLICE, page eh.
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Prison superintendent Lord
used to send children away when
they showed up unexpectedly.
Now they are recognized as a vital part of rehabilitation, and encouraged to visit, staying with
nearby families when not at the
prison.
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who commit crimes should be
sentenced to community correction and drug treatment, Mattingly argues.
Arresting authorities should
help parents make plans for their
children, and prison officials
should keep contact alive, he also
recommends.

hell out less
for great
Easter treatej

TONIGHT
Live Music
From -

iockdown, I won't hear from
him." Despite the separation,
they are close, "but I worry a
lot," she says. "1 worry that hell
get in a fight in prison and hell
get hurt.... I worry that he won't
come home."
Children want to be with their
parents so much they sometimes
run away to see them, said Elaine
Lord, superintendent at Bedford
Hills Correctional Facility, New
York state's maximum security
prison for women.
A mother's imprisonment can
be the final blow to a family
that's already weak And mothers
can lose their incentive to rebuild
their lives, said Mattingly of the
Casey Foundation.
Whenever possible, mothers
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FBI arrests bomb
maker in the act,
seizing materials
Kelly Kurt
The Associated Press
MUSKOGEE, Okla. -- Federal
agents stepped in while Willie
Ray Lampley was making a bomb
that he and two followers
planned to use against what they
believed was an imminent foreign invasion, prosecutors said
today.
Attorneys for Lampley and his
two codefendants, accused of
conspiring to blow up gay bars,
civil rights centers and abortion
clinics, told jurors the only crime
was the one created by a
government informant who led
jaw-abiding citizens astray.
Both sides presented opening
Statements before the government called its first witness, an
FBI agent who confiscated bombmaking materials from Lampley's home in Vernon.
No bombs ever went off. Lampley allegedly was still obtaining
toid assembling ingredients when
the three were arrested in
November.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Doug
Horn said Lampley, his wife, Cecilia, and John Dare Baird believed a new world order was going to take over the United
States.
Lampley, 65, who calls himself
a prophet, believed "it's just a
matter now of who's going to fire
the first strike," Horn said. He
said Lampley, alleged to be the
mastermind of the plot, told an
Informant "we need to get our
people to make that first strike."
The government has said the
defendants apparently thought
bombing gay bars, civil rights
centers and abortion clinics
would somehow stave off the invasion.
Defense attorneys contend that
informant, Richard Schrum,

Harvey's haven
-
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'
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"This attempt to
build a bomb was
totally on the orders
of Richard Schrum on
orders from the FBI
to put up or shut up."
Warren Gotcher

JL

Lampley's attorney
created a two-man militia with
Lampley, drove Lampley to get
bomb-making materials and
pushed Lampley and his followers to build the bomb.
"This attempt to build a bomb
was totally on the orders of Richard Schrum on orders from the
FBI to put up or shut up," said
Warren Gotcher, Lampley's attorney.
The three were charged with
conspiracy to manufacture and
possess a bomb. Lampley and
Baird also each face a firearms
charge, and Lampley is charged
with solicitation to commit a violent crime.
The jury was seated Monday
after a day of questioning about
their views on abortion, militias
and weapons.
People excused from jury service included one man who said
he knows a militia member and
"I think he's a nut."

While playing In the pool, Isaiah Rutter, 8, takes a break to lie on
the back of Harvey the Hippo. The hippo was on loan to the Bur-

Darril f»nItyn\r AlMdMid Pre•■

lington's during the Family Fun Day.

Judge says trial will last two weeks
BrlmS. Akre
The Associated Press
PONTIAC, Mich. - The third
trial of Dr. Jack Kevorkian
should last two weeks, a judge
told prospective jurors today. As
jury selection got under way, he
excused seven prospects for
whom service would be a hardship.
About 100 potential jurors
gathered In Oakland County Circuit Court. All had filled out
eight-page questionnaires Monday, giving their opinions on suicide, politics and Kevorkian.
Today, they began answering
spoken questions. Judge David
Breck quickly dismissed seven.

U.S. District Judge Frank Seay
scolded prosecutors after Baird's
lawyer, Jim Wilcoxen, complained that prosecutors waited
until Monday to give him about
two hours of excerpts from more
The Associated Press
than 30 hours of recorded conWASHINGTON - A teacher
versation between Schrum and
was placed on administrative
the defendants.
leave Tuesday after being
charged with assault for allegedly ordering first-grade students
to beat a classmate while she

Seven potential jurors excused
in 'Suicide Doctor's' third case
including a man whose wife is
expected to give birth in three
weeks; a woman who must drive
her mother, an Alzheimer's
disease patient, to doctor appointments; and a woman who
said she had another court appearance to keep soon.
Kevorkian, a retired pathologist and outspoken advocate of
doctor-assisted suicide as an option for seriously ill people, was
acquitted in his two prior trials.
This time, he is charged under
Michigan common law in the

1991 deaths of Sherry Miller, 43,
and Marjorie Wantz, 58.
Miller, who had advanced multiple sclerosis, died after inhaling carbon monoxide, and Wantz,
who had severe pelvic pain, died
from an injection. Theirs were
the second and third of the 27
deaths Kevorkian has acknowledged attending since 1990.
The prosecution's case is based
on a 1994 Michigan Supreme
Court ruling that held assisted
suicide to be a crime under
common law.

On Monday, Kevorkian's lawyers said that It was unfair to ask
people to judge his actions in
1991 In light of a ruling that
wasn't issued until three years
later. The comment was not part
of a formal motion, and the judge
did not need to respond.
Kevorkian has twice escaped
conviction under Michigan's
now-expired assisted suicide law,
enacted by the Legislature specifically to stop him. The law exempted anyone whose intent was
to relieve pain rather than kill.
Kevorkian was acquitted three
weeks ago on charges stemming
from two 1993 deaths. And in
1994, he was found innocent In
another death.

Elementary teacher charged with assault
held him.
Allison York, 25, was arrested
Monday at McGogney Elementary School and released on her
own recognizance.
"She's a new teacher," said

school system spokeswoman
On Friday, York allegedly held
Beverly Lofton, adding that she the arms of a student In her
knew of no previous problems
with York. She said the teacher classroom while the others atwould not be allowed back In the tacked him. The boy, whose idenclassroom until a criminal in- tity was not released, was treated
vestigation of the Incident is at a hospital for minor head injuries.
completed.
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SYRACUSE

ston said. "It didn't seem to be
necessary. They didn't appear to
be resisting."
"It's another Rodney King,"
she added, referring to the 1991
videotaped beating of the motorist by police officers after a
high-speed chase. The officers'
acquittal on state criminal charges led to the Los Angeles riots.
Two of the officers later were
convicted on federal charges.
The midday chase began when
the pickup's driver refused to
stop for Border Patrol officials.
They suspected Illegal aliens
were aboard because the truck
was on a road frequently used to
bypass a checkpoint about 60
miles north of the border.
The Border Patrol handed off
the chase to the sheriffs deputies.
The pickup pulled over on Pomona Freeway about 20 miles
east of Los Angeles, and 19 people crowded into the bed of the
pickup dashed down a brushy
embankment.
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Farmers
will get
paid for
cattle
Mark Lawrence
The Associated Press
LUXEMBOURG - European
Union ministers agreed in principle Tuesday to pay 70 percent
of farmers' costs for destroying
millions of British cattle that
could be carriers of mad cow
disease.
Meeting for the second day in
emergency session, the EU farm
ministers said the talks would
continue as long as necessary to
come up with a final plan to
finance the destruction of about
4.7 million cattle and to allay the
fears of consumers now afraid to
buy or eat British beef.
"We will not leave here until
we have agreement," French
Agriculture Minister Philippe
Vasseur told reporters during a
break in the meeting. "If we have
to stay until Easter, so be it"
Under a plan unveiled Monday,
Britain would slaughter 15,000
cattle each week for the next six
years, which would cost the
15-nation EU an estimated $400
million a year.
Several nations were holding
out for a guarantee that EU funds
would be available to compensate
not just British beef producers
but others across the EU hit by
falling consumer demand.
The ministers have called for
the EU Executive Commission to
begin buying 50,000 tons of surplus beef this month from around
the EU to bolster prices. The
meat will be held in cold storage
until demand revives.
See MAO COW, page eight
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Japanese flight attendants flying high
Peter Landers
The Associated Press
TOKYO - She's bright and
disciplined, with a flair for
languages. She's about to graduate from a top school, eager
for a prestigious career.
International business? Law?
Diplomacy? No - serving
drinks and demonstrating how
to use flotation devices.
In Japan, becoming a flight
attendant - a "soochcowadesu"
- is a dream come true. Tens of
thousands of young women line
up every year for scarce spots
on the cabin crews of the three
major Japanese airlines. Those
who succeed are the envy of
their peers.
It's reminiscent of America
in the 1960s, when serving food
and drink on airplanes had a
glamorous popular image. In
modern-day Japan, the phenomenon says a lot about opportunities for women and standards of feminine behavior.
"Stewardesses meet the
most beautiful ideal of womanhood: intelligent, beautiful
and gentle," said Kumi Kaseya,
deputy editor of Stewardess
Magazine, read every month
by 30,000 fans and wannabes.
On U.S. and other foreign airlines, flight attendants often
enjoy long careers and are rewarded for flight experience,
seniority and knowledge of
safety procedures.
For Japanese flight attendants youth and beauty are
absolute requirements, even if
the airlines wont say so directly. Most retire after five or 10
years.
During those years, they're
members of an elite, trendsetting club. Many Japanese
women snap up any designer

Japanese women are trained to be flight attendants or "soocboowadesu." Tens of thousands of women line up for scarce spots on
shoe or cosmetic cream that
news reports say is favored by
flight attendants.
"A stewardess doesn't show
her inner self, but there's a
strength inside. That's why I
think it's such a wonderful
job," said Hayaka Komori, 19, a
student at a Tokyo training
school for flight attendants.

Only one in four of the students
gets a job.
Those who promote the flight
attendant ideal acknowledge
that lack of opportunity elsewhere helps make it such a
competitive career path. During Japan's four-year recession, it became common for big
companies to simply announce

IteAMKlaMPmi

cabin crews of the three major Japanese airlines.
that they would not be hiring
any women that year.
"Japan is different from
America," said Kaseya, the
magazine editor. "The fields of
work where women can fully
use their potential (are) limited."
In Japan, where female office workers are often expect-

ed to make tea and tidy up
after their male colleagues,
becoming a flight attendant
offers women a greater payoff
in prestige for the kind of subservience that would probably
be expected of them anyway.
Purveyors of the flight atSee FLIGHT, page eight

Buy a Mac before you pack.

For further information please visit
BGSU Computer Sales and Rental
129 Hayes Hall or call (419) 372-7724
Prices above do not include tax & handling fees! Please stop by or call for current availability on Perfbrma 6214.
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Organization strives for equality in United Nations
Louis Melxler
The Associated Press
UNITED NATIONS - The
United Nations has been a boys'
club for too long, says the organization's first coordinator for
women's issues. So she is striving
to ensure budget cuts don't hit
women harder than men.
Facing the worst financial
crisis of its history, the United
Nations announced Monday that
800 of its 10,000 headquarters
Jobs will be cut by the end of
1997.
"In almost any society or organization, women are the most
vulnerable part, and they are the
most scared," said Rosario
Green, a former Mexican deputy
foreign minister who was named
the UN. coordinator for women's

affairs in December.
Green, who as assistant secretary general for political affairs
Is one of the highest-ranking
women at the United Nations, argues seniority should not be the
only factor in cutting staff.
She says women would suffer
disproportionately from layoffs
by seniority because many were
recruited recently as the United
Nations sought to bring more
women onto the staff.
That would undermine Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali's goal of boosting the
ratio of women in the professional staff to SO percent by 2000.
Only about 35 percent of the
2,500 professional posts are held
by women.
The fight over who will be cut
loose Is sure to be heated and

French police break up
porn distribution network
The Associated Press
PARIS -In one of the
biggest aweepa of its Wnd,
French police detained about
1,500 people Tuesday and
broke up an extensive distribution network for child pornography videos, authorities
said.
Most of those detained,
either for possessing or distributing the videos, were
released by late afternoon

Tuesday, police said.
The cassettes were made in
South America and sold clandestinely In France through
specialized publications,
police said on customary anonymity.
The vast police operation
took place in Paris and its
suburbs as well as In the Alsace and Lorraine regions of
eastern France, the Marseille
area In the south, and Brittany
In the west.

complicated.
The United States and other
member's states are urging
greater efficiency and fear that
young, aggressive, reformminded staffers could lose their
Jobs In favor of long-time bureaucrats who enjoy seniority.
Many U.N. staff members are
fighting to make sure seniority is
respected.
The U.N. Charter requires a
geographic mix among the staff
and nations that accept the idea
of Increasing the number of
women might object to layoffs of
their own male nationals.
Current rules on layoffs focus
on performance and seniority,
said Donna Chiurazzl-Del Gaudio, human resources coordinator at the United Nations.
But she added that U.N. leaders

"know that we have to pay attention" to geographic distribution
and equal opportunity for women.
"We are more focused than
ever on the role of women,"
Chlurazzi-Del Gaudio said. "But
with the budgetary reductions it
Is more of a challenge than ever
before."
To reduce the impact of layoffs
on women, the United Nations Is
likely to favor women In cases
where male and female workers
are considered of equal merit,
she said.
It Is not clear how much the
staff will shrink through buyouts
and attrition and how many
forced layoffs will be necessary,
Chlurazzi-Del Gaudio said. In
199S, more than two-thirds of the
more than 100 buyouts went to

men, she added.
Mohamed Oummlh, head of the
U.N. staff union, saiJ the union
will fight to "see to it that women
are not hurt the hardest. But, by
the same token, I do not want to
hit men harder."
Green has powerful allies in
her battle, including U.S. Ambassador Madeleine Albright, one of
only seven women ambassadors
among the 185 U.N. envoys.
"What is Important for the U.N.
Is to have people working for It
who are the best and In many
cases' those are women," Albright said.
Green said the United Nations
is encouraging member-states to
nominate more women for key
posts.
She added that "we don't want
the idea that we are getting bad

women instead of good men."
"The secretary-general has to
make sure that he is picking on
the basis of talent," she said.
One problem Is ' that many
Western nations have been more
aggressive In putting forward
women for U.N. positions than
developing countries. That
means the campaign to expand
the number of posts held by
women could upset the geographic balance of the staff.
"You cannot have all the women from the First World," Oummlh said, adding that the pool of
top women candidates "Is very
restricted."
-Although Boutros-Ghali has
named some women to high posts
- he Insisted that a woman was
named to head UNICEF last year.

Bishop meets dissent from Vatican
VATICAN CITY - He draws
thousands of people from across
Europe seeking health, exorcisms and the Holy Spirit. Now
an African bishop finds himself
in trouble with the Vatican.
The Vatican said Tuesday that
the pope had ordered Monsignor
Emmanuel Ml lingo to obey local
bishops, after the Milan archbishop told him to stop holding
Masses on his territory.
Thousands of people show up
for Mllingo's monthly Masses in

a former warehouse on the out- The pope brought him back to the popular, and reports of Madonna
skirts of Milan. The bishop offers Vatican as a special delegate on statues and religious icons weeping blood are not uncommon.
prayers of healing for people immigrant matters.
That case highlighted the deliwith cancer and AIDS, and perAnd the Roman Catholic
forms exorcisms while the faith- cate balance the Roman Catholic
Church tries to reach In Incor- Church believes In possession by
ful writhe and shout.
Milingo, who lives in Rome, porating traditional African cus- the devil and sanctions exoralso has released a recording of toms in church services without cisms although It rarely discusAfrican folk songs and reported- letting what It considers super- ses them.
ly endorsed an African nun's stition undermine Its own traclaims that she regularly saw the ditions.
The Milan archbishop. Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, said
face of Christ.
Italy too has its share of super- Mllingo's censure was prompted
The censure was only the latest
controversy for Milingo, whom natural, extrarellgious rituals. by numerous complaints "both
Pope John Paul II ousted In 1982 Tarot card readers, magicians, over the style of the ceremonies
as archbishop of Lusaka, Zambia, seers, astrologers, mind-readers and behavior of the faithful who
for bis faith-healing practices. and the like remain enormously follow them."

British Agriculture Minister
Douglas Hogg had sought. The
British government said it would
make up the balance.
The ministers agreed in principle to fund 70 percent of the
costs of compensating farmers,
though final details remain to be
worked out.
The talks continued Tuesday as
some nations pushed to toughen
parts of a plan to rid the region of
the disease once and for all.
"We have to show a clear

commitment from the EU to eradicate this disease," said Fernando Gomes de Silva of Portugal. "For years we've Just been
playing around with it."
Italy, which chaired the meeting, was at work redrafting the
plan In hopes of reaching a consensus that would revive public
trust In beef.
The proposal also calls for destruction of some younger beef
cattle from herds afflicted by
mad cow disease, a brain-wasting

Daniel., wakin
The Associated Press

MAD COW
Continued from page seven.

British government announced
there may be a link between the
The slaughter plan would in- ailment and 10 cases of the equavolve mainly older dairy cows lly deadly Creutzfeldt-Jakob
considered most at risk from the brain disease In humans.
Last week the EU imposed a
fatal brain disorder.
These animals would be des- worldwide ban on all exports of
troyed when they reach the end British cattle, beef and beef
of their productive lives at 30 products.
Britain's EU partners are willmonths. Carcasses of such animals are now often sold for low- ing to help cover most of the cost
of slaughtering and incinerating
grade meat.
The continent-wide health animals and compensating farmscare flared March 20, when the ers but not the 80 percent that

"We will not leave here until we have
agreement. If we have to stay until Easter, so
beit

"

Philippe Vasseur
French Agriculture Minister

ailment formally known as bo- gram.
vine spongiform encephalopathy.
The EU ministers also were
Arthur GUI, vice president of debating a ban on the use of
Britain's National Farmers' ground-up animal remains as
Union, backed the slaughter pro- feed for cattle.

FLIGHT
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Continued from page seven.

pearance. All Nippon Airways
forbids earrings more than onetendant dream wouldn't win any tenth of an inch in diameter, hair
prizes In the West for political below the shoulders or more than
correctness.
one ring.
The airlines rule out women
"The desire to give good service is something that's Inherent with birthmarks on their wrists,
In women," said Kaori Umezawa, as passengers might be discoma teacher at the training school forted by the sight. Even on
and a former Japan Airlines exhausting long-haul flights, no
one on a Japanese cabin crew
flight attendant.
Japanese flight attendants fol- would dream of being caught
low famously strict rules on ap- with a hair out of place.

(Formerly MT. MUGGS)
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♦ A Tokyo-to-Sapporo round-trip
costs $410. A domestic U.S.
♦ flight
flight from New York to Chicago,
♦ considerably
longer, can cost as
little as $150.
♦ The airlines have tried to cut
furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
♦ 2 bedroom,
♦ costs in the last two years by hirand water included, air conditioning.
♦
ing all flight attendants on three♦64 1 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦ year contracts and cutting salaries by a third. When the contracts
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With their own attention to appearance and strictly prescribed
behavior, Japanese airline officials are privately horrified by
what they see as lax standards on
some Western carriers.
Japanese stewardesses are
trained, for Instance, to use such
phrases as: "O-nomlmono wa
nani nl nasaimasu ka?" - meaning literally: "What would you
honorably like for your honorable drink?"
Passengers here pay dearly for
this standard of service - in the
.form of much higher ticket
prices.
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Reds open season with somber victory
Cone
cools
Tribe

Sabo leads the way
after players, fans
tribute McSherry
Joe Kay
The Associated Press

Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

"That was very nice."

CINCINNATI - Chris Sabo's
homecoming was a success, even
umpire Jerry Crawford
if the fans weren't completely in
after
receiving a standing ovation
the mood to revel in it.
! Sabo returned to Riverfront
Stadium for the first time in the first, walked In the third, then
three years and drove in three doubled home a run in the fifth
runs Tuesday, leading the CinThe 34-year-old third baseman
cinnati Reds to a 4-1 victory over completed the day by getting hit
the Montreal Expos in the on the forearm with the bases
makeup of a tragic opener.
loaded In the eighth, driving in
The game was postponed a day the final run.
when umpire John McSherry col"I'm glad to be back," Sabo
lapsed behind home plate on said. "I've always had jitters
Monday and died at a hospital. here on opening day. I want to do
Grief was evident In the club- well, considering my limited
houses, on the field and even in playing time. I want to make the
most of my opportunities."
the stands Tuesday.
Winner Pete Schourek, who
The fans held up signs honorTkf AiMclaicd PTCH/DITM K*kl
ing McSherry and gave the um- threw seven pitches In Monday's
piring crew a standing ovation opener before McSherry col- Ciaclnnatl's Barry Larkin slides in under the tag of Montreal third baseman Shane Andrews for a first
lapsed, gave up one run over five
when it took the field.
Inning triple In the Reds' 4-1 victory over the Expos Tuesday.
"That was very nice," home Innings. Tim Pugh allowed one
Monday because right-hander
Reds' fourth manager in five the tragedy.
hit
over
three
Innings,
and
Marplate umpire Jerry Crawford
"When you dive in the ocean, Pedro Martinez was scheduled to
cus Moore pitched the ninth for years. It was Cincinnati's first
said.
season-opening win since 1993, you've got to swim," Expos man- start Alou decided to go with
Once the game started, the his first major-league save.
Starting two days in a row took when the Reds beat Montreal 2-1 ager Felipe Alou said. "Once they left-handed Jeff Fassero in the
crowd also seemed to go easy on
the umpires, restraining the boos something out of Schourek, who in the first of Tony Perez's 44 said play ball, to me It was nor- makeup, giving Sabo a start at
mal There was some adrenalin third base.
over close calls. The crowd for was making his first opening-day games as manager.
"I didn't know it would feel this lost yesterday, things like that. I
the makeup, played on what was start.
Fassero pitched four innings,
"I knew I wasnt at the top of good to win," Knight said. "I've thought about McSherry a few
supposed to be an off day, was
about half the size of Monday's my game today, but I knew I always enjoyed winning, but the times during the game, but there allowing two runs on four hits,
could pitch," Schourek said.' "It's trying circumstances of the last was not a whole lot of time to striking out four and walking
53,136.
Sabo, a favorite in Cincinnati definitely an honor to be the day or two makes it tough to think about what was going on four in taking the loss.
before he left as a free agent in opening-day pitcher, especially know how you're going to feel. outside of the game today."
Sabo, a former Red trying to
Sabo singled home a run in his
But I feel really good."
1993, got the fans into the game in Cincinnati."
Once the game started, the come back from chronic back first plate appearance at RiverThe win was Ray Knight's first
by delivering in his first three atbats. He singled home a run In since being introduced as the players were able to forget about problems, wasn't In the lineup front in three years.

Morin
accepts
WMU job
|

CLEVELAND - David Cone
never really felt he was flirting
with a no-hitter.
"I was flirting with disaster,";
Cone said Tuesday after he lim-!
ited Cleveland to two hits in seven scoreless innings as the New'
York Yankees beat the defending■
American League champions 7-1.;
Cone held the Indians without a:
hit until Julio Franco led off the:
sixth with a single, but he fought
with his control all afternoon. He
walked six and frequently;
worked from behind in the count;
against the team that led the;
majors in runs, home runs and!
batting average a year ago.
"This is not a formula I want to;
use too often," said Cone, who;
was unable to hold an 8-0 lead:
against Cleveland last June when
he was with Toronto. 'This:
lineup really puts stress on a
pitcher. I was a little wild, but no
matter what I did, I dldnt want to
give in and put one down the
middle.
"Julio's a good hitter. That hit
broke up the no-hitter, but that
was not the most fashionable nohitter to that point, with all those
walks and everything."
Derek Jeter and Bemie Williams homered for the Yankees,
winners of five straight season
See TRIBE, page ten.

Offense quells
Falcon softball
Jeremy Yohe
The BC News

Paul Markofl
The BG News

Western Michigan made Bowling Green men's tennis coach
Dave Morin an offer he couldn't
refuse.
Morin has accepted the head
coaching position at Western
Michigan University. Morin issued his resignation to Bowling
Green Wednesday.
Morin has
been the Falcons' tennis
coach for five
seasons compiling a record
of 39-44, and a
record of 30-23
over the past
three years.
The Falcons
Morln
have won all
tour contests against Western
Michigan during Morin's tenure
at Bowling Green.
Despite the move, Morin stated
be has mixed emotions about
leaving Bowling Green. "It was a
very tough choice for me to
make," Morin stated. "I'll miss
all the players I've coached.
Bowling Green has treated me
well."
Bowling Green athletics director Ron Zweirieln was out of
town Tuesday and unavailable
tor comment.
Morin will replace current
Western Michigan coach Jack
Vredevelt. Vredevelt has been
die Broncos coach for the past 23
seasons.
: Many factors were involved in
Morin's decision. Western Michigan offers a complete indoor facility for tennis, unlimited court
time, and they host a national
tournment for players 16 years
and under. Morin stated Western
Michigan's offer was too nice to
pass up.
; "They provided a great package for me," Morin said. "They
nave a large budget for tennis.

»
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Falcon third baseman Heather West make, a scoop In BG's doubleheader loss to Ball State on
Tuesday.

Runs are becoming a scarce
commodity for the Falcon softball team.
And the inability to put runs
across the plate was never
more present than BG's two
losses to Ball State Tuesday at
the BGSU Softball Field.
The Cardinals handed BG a
12-0 thumping in five innings
for the victory in the first
game of the twinbill, as BSU's
Cheri Ball (10-4) kept BG to
only five hits.
In the late game, BG's Jennifer Wolf pitched a complete
game giving up four runs and
struck out four batters. But the
Falcons could only manage one
run as Ball St. pulled out the
4-1 win.
Wolf missed the entire
season last year after suffering
a shoulder injury and appears
to be getting back into form.
"Now after having a few
games in the MAC I am more
confident," Wolf said.
After the Cardinals put a run
in the top of the first, BG answered with a run of their own
when Heather West hit a
double and Melissa Cricks followed with a double of her own
to score West.
But in the second. Ball St.
took the lead for good on three
straight hits off Wolf. Lucinda
Buchan hit a single up the
middle which was followed by
a double down the third base-

line by Brandy Brennan.
Stacey Jones knocked a
single to right to score Brennan, which gave the Cardinals
all the runs they would need.
"Ball State has a lot of solid
hitters," Wolf said. "But I
might have tried to pitch a
little to fine (in the second Inning)."
Wolf settled down after the
second allowing only two hits
the rest of the way and retiring
the side in order In three
seperate innings.
Ball St added an insurance
run In the fourth when Wolf Intentionally walked Jones to
load the bases and in turn
walked Maria Sawyer to force
in a run.
The Falcons tried to start a
rally in the seventh when Pam
Kreuz led off with a single.
Jenny Kulics laced a shot up
the middle and then Amy Patterson hit a sacrifice fly to
move the runners to second
and third.
But Brennan closed the door
on the Falcons striking out
pinch hitter Garret Gholston
and forcing Laura Mercer to
ground out to first.
BG falls to 3-19 (0-6 MAC)
for the season and Ball St. improves to 16-10 (44 MAC).
See SOFTBALL, page ten.

Ohio State's new arena has inflating price tag
Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - On the same
day ground was broken for Ohio
State's new Value City Arena oa
Tuesday, It was announced that
the project's price tag had gone
up by $9 million.
Originally projected to cost $75
See MORIN, page eleven. million, the 19,500-seat basket-

ball and hockey arena is now expected to cost at least $84 million,
athletics director Andy Gelger
said. It's scheduled to open in
August 1998.
Despite men's ice hockey being
one of the primary tenants of the
building, along with men's and
women's basketball, Gelger said
the ice-making equipment was
not Included in the $75 million

projection.
"We're dressing it up a little bit
"We've decided to expand and more," he added. "We Just debuild a little bit more into the cided to go out to $84 million bebuilding than the original bud- cause that's the building we
get," Gelger said. "We're doing want"
the practice facility, that was an
Gelger indicated that construcoption. The actual Ice-making tion overruns could drive the
equipment was an option. We de- cost even higher.
cided we've had enough success
"You'll always have a contingwith the fund-raising that we ency amount in any construction
could add the $9 million."
plan, but so far things are looking

very good," he saidl "Hopefully-:
all of the experts that weVe goc_worklng on this are going to£
bring this one in on the money." ;-;
Geiger, university President Ef>
Gordon Gee and Jay Schotten-];
stein each drove earth-moving^
equipment during the ground-breaking ceremony on campus,';
near aging St John Arena.
<(*
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ing smart and careful. He'd get to
2-1, 3-1, and you'd wait for the
openers and 10 of their last 11. fastball, and he might throw a
The game was delayed one day slider to keep you off balance. I
by snow.
think you're going to see that a
The Indians finished with four lot, against us. Pitchers know with
hits. It was their second straight our lineup, we can get four or
weak showing in games that five runs right away."
counted: They were held to one
Jeter, playing in his 16th big
hit by Atlanta's Tom Glavine in
the decisive Game 6 of the World league game, hit his first career
home run and also saved a run
Series last October.
with an over-the-shoulder catch
"I dont think Cone struggled," of Vizquel's pop fly behind shortOmar Vlzquel said. "He was be- stop in the seventh
Continued from page nine.

won in extra innings.
Until Franco lined his clean
single to right leading off the
sixth Tuesday, the Indians didn't
come close to a hit off Cone.
Alomar then doubled to right
with two outs in the seventh, but
Cone's performance for a time Jeter chased down Vizquel's pop
mirrored what Seattle's Randy fly to strand him.
Johnson did to the Indians in the
Mariano Duncan singled and
first game ever at Jacobs Field,
two years ago Johnson took a no- scored New York's first run on
hitter into the eighth inning of Paul O'Neill's double in the third.
that game before Sandy Alomar Jeter led off the fifth with his
broke it up. Cleveland eventually home run, becoming the first
Dennis Martinez took the loss
in his ninth consecutive opening
day start - six with Montreal,
three with Cleveland. He allowed
two runs and five hits in seven
innings.

Yankees rookie to homer on
opening day since Jerry Kenney
in 1969.
Williams made it 5-0 with a
three-run shot off Alan Embree
in the eighth
Cleveland scored on Carlos
Baerga's RBI forceout against
Bob Wickman in the eighth. But
the Yankees added two runs in
the ninth on a single by O'Neill his third hit - and a double by
Ruben Sierra.

V^^VITT inline for.
Save $400 on a new Pontiac Sunfire
(actually, any new Pontiac) if you just graduated or are about to graduate. *
Call 1-800-643-6733 for more information.

Fold-down rear seats ~jg
means you can go
xr
places and take lots of
stuff with ya
100,000-mile spark plugs*
- we're talking a longterm relationship here A
5-speed transmission and
tubular rear axle with
spring-over shock sport
suspension and progressive
ride tuning - is this a real
set of wheels or what?

Your choice of a greatlooking coupe (shown),
sporty four-door
sedan (not shown) or
a hot, new convertible
(hey, we told ya this ^
was a cool car)
^>
Dual air bags and antilock brakes - two things
you don't need until you
really need 'em (and
always wear those safety
belts, even with air bags)
m

PASSLock theft-deterrent
system - means you
might save some $$$ on
insurance (!!!)
v

PONTIAC CARES - call
an 800 number, get free
Roadside Assistance - for
flat tires, dead battery, even
if you run out of gas or
lock yourself out (Pontiac*
wants to see you and your
Sun fire" out driving)
A

Daytime running lamps in
'96 - they're a safety
feature, but hey, they look
good too

Oh, Courtesy Transportation
- that's part of PONTIAC
CARES too (see? we really
do care)

Oearcoat paint - paint
you can't see keeps the
paint you can see looking
good (see?)

Single-key locking - one key
locks & unlocks doors, trunk
and all the fun ofSunfire
High-rewing, 120-horsepower, fuel-injected
engine (hey, this car's for
driving, not just looking at)
AM/FM stereo radio standard? heck yeah! &,
(what's driving without v
a little driving music?)
A HUGE glove box - some
glove boxes are merely
mouse-sized; tfM one holds
a whole laptop computer
Available remote keyless
entry - press a button,
doors unlock; it's like
having a third hand when
your other two are full

TP o N T I A c

5UNFIRE
WB ARK DRIVING HXCrTEMBNT.

Driving excitement for around $13,
• From a am or lour /mar coMtft. Mum mnonca through OMAC O0tt tubfet to cftowgv St* your oortfdpoOng doamw hf % w«*ina" totoik.
t $amd on normal maiManana So* ft*wfi Manual lor mmHaOont Ct9ftGMCarp AM ngha rtmrvod.
" $1X2*0 MS** mdudmg ****■ P**P ana o^Mbnaaen rttargr TOM. Hctttm and ofhtt optional tompmwol ertrn Pncn h>gnef <n CA MA and NV *** m of 4AAH tubfrct to ifiong*

Call 1 800 643-6733,
oi chcrk out oui site on the World Wide Web
.it Imp//www ponti.u com

i.

Continued from page nine.

Ball St. Jumped on BG early
In the first game scoring eight
runs over the first three Innings.
One bright spot for the Falcons in the first game was the
hitting of Jenny Ranz. Ranz
went 3-for-3 the first game and
followed that up with another
hit in the second game to jump
her batting average to .377.
"I was seeing the ball real
well, but we were down 12-0,"
Ranz said.
The Falcons next host two
double headers with Kent this
weekend. And after starting
the MAC season without a win,
the road back will be a tough
one to hoe.
'You never expect to lose
and it is going to be hard to
come back," Ranz said. "But I
think we can do it."

Upset of
Sacramento
spring trip's
highlight
In the midst of dropping 12
games over spring break, the Falcon Softball team was able to
knock off 23rd ranked Sacramento State, 7-1, in the A TAT
Wireless Services Capital Classic
in Sacramento, Calif.
BG managed to come away
from the tournament with a 3-4
mark with wins over Sacramento
State, Yale and Harvard.
Against Sacramento State, BG's
Amy Hamilton kept the Hornet
batters stymied, scattering nine
hits over seven innings and allowing no earned runs.
"[Hamilton is a lowball pitcher
and she kept them off-balance,"
head coach Rachel Miller-Reif
said of her freshman's performance. "She got ahead of the batters and that was the key."
Hamilton had a double that
drove in two runners for BG as
well in the win. She was named to
the All-Tournament team with a
.294 batting average, three doubles and scored two runs.
Leading the way for the Falcons
at the plate so far in the season
has been Jenny Ranz. In BG's
three wins at the tournament,
Ranz went 6-of-13 and scored five
runs from the leadoff spot.
"She has just been on fire since
Hawaii," Miller-Reif said.
After the tournament, BG found
it difficult to score runs.
BG lost both games of a doubleheader to No.4 ranked Fresno
State by scores of 13-0 and 10-0.
From there, the Brown and Orange lost both games of another
twinbill to California. In the first
game, freshman Garrett Gholston
pitched a flawless game until the
sixth when the tenth ranked
Golden Bears tallied three runs to
pull out the 3-2 win.
Miller-Reif was pleased about
the performance she got out of
Gholston.
"She has come in and done a
fantastic job for us, a lot earlier
than I thought she would," MillerReif said.
California took the night cap as
well, 14-0.
But the major disapointment in
the stretch of losses, may be the
sweep of four games that Central
Michigan laid on the Falcons.
'■It was really disappointing to
lose all four," Miller-Reif said.
"Their pitchers didn't really hurt
us, we just didn't step in aggressively at the plate."
In the opener, Jennifer Wolf allowed just six nits over eight innings, but suffered the 2-1 loss.
BG bats were kept silent as well
in the second game, as the Chippewas won 2-0.
The Falcons fell behind early in
the first game of the second
double-header by a score of 6-0 in
the first five Innings. BG fought
back with six runs of their own
over the last two innings, only to
lose 7-6.
CMU closed out the sweep with
a 4-1 win in the last game.
The Falcons inability to come
up with the clutch hit played a key
role to BG's demise.
"We had some errors and that
didn't help us," Miller-Reif said.
"But we left the bases loaded,
three times against them."
- Jeremy Yobe.

Go Falcons
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Syracuse's title Men's tennis splits against Miami, XU
run sure to make
highlight reels
PMlMirkofl
The BG News

Jim 0'Conmll
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - For the second straight year, college basketball ended Its season with
one of the sport's traditional
powers having won it all.
Can Indiana be next?
It would be fitting if Indiana
follows In the footsteps of
Kentucky and UCLA. After all,
next year's Final Four Is being
played in Indianapolis.
Kentucky's 76-67 victory
over Syracuse on Monday
night, was its sixth national title, and first since 1978, for
the school whose fans have
always considered championships a birthright UCLA, the
only school with more, won its
11th a year ago.
The Meadowlands Arena,
where Kentucky beat Syracuse, will be the last building
with a capacity under 30,000 to
serve as host unless there's a
change in the rules. From now
on It's domes only, starting
next year with the RCA Dome.
The 1996 NCAA tournament
certainly wont go down as one
of the classics, but there were
more than enough outstanding
games and moments.
People will long remember
Princeton's first-round win
over UCLA, a game that sent
Pete Carrll into retirement
with that elusive NCAA victory on his resume and sent
the defending national champions home to a lot of questions.

The Bowling Green men's tennis team split a pair of matches
over spring break in contests
against the Xavier Musketeers
and the Miami Redskins.
The Falcons began the break
breezing by the Xavier line-up
with a 6-1 victory. The Falcons
doubles teams swept through the
Musketeers winning all three
matches, while the Falcons singles fared well winning five of
six matches.
Junior Adam Troop led the way
defeating Xavier's top player
Greg Daniels 6-4, 6-1. Troop also
teamed up with senior Mark Cio

Syracuse's Final Four run
was fUled with the shots that
fill highlight packages. Two
came in one regional semifinal
victory over Georgia - Jason
Cipolla's to tie the game off a
pass from John Wallace and
Wallace's 3-polnter to win in
overtime.
There was Western Carolina's last-second scare of Purdue as the Catamounts tried to
become the first No. 16 seed to
win a tournament game. There
were mild upsets and some
close wins that must have upset a lot of coaches.
There was a shattered backboard by Texas Tech's Darvin
Ham against North Carolina
that annoyed the purists and
brought the tournament into a
video vogue closer to that of
the NBA.

Continued from page nine.

Western Michigan is a real tennis
community."
Morin stated the important
thing for the Falcon players Is to
stay together as a team. "Right

tan Walter
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - A day after the
death of John McSherry, baseball
turned Its attention Tuesday to a
familiar issue: Should more be
done to make sure its umpires
are physically fit?
"The health and weight of our
umpires is always a concern,"
National League vice president
Katy Feeney said.
"We can require that they take
physicals, and we do," she said.
"We can recommend and encourage that they try to keep

Syracuse and Mississippi
State became the power conference also-rans who earned
so much respect for tournament runs that got them in the
Final Four. Purdue and Connecticut were the top seeds
who had to answer so many
questions about postseason
play as the Final Four berth
remains elusive for coaches
Gene Keady and Jim Calhoun.
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dose match. Morin felt Tropp
and Ciochetto had an outstanding
weekend at doubles.

now the team (the Falcons) has a appointment, but the team revery strong nucleus of players," bounded performing well in their
Morin stated. "The important contest against Xavier.
thing is that the team sticks
Morin did not know of any leadtogether despite my move."
ing candidates for the vacant
Morin stated the team's initial coaching position at Bowling
reaction was of shock and dis- Green, but was confident the ath-

letic administration would find a
replacement.
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themselves in the best shape possible. But as for weight restrictions or limits, there's nothing we can do legally."
Certainly, an umpire's lifestyle
is not a healthy one
Umpires are on the road almost
the whole season, rarely in a city
for more than three days. They
stay up late, often eat their
biggest meals around midnight
and then go to sleep.
They get no breaks during
games, standing on the field for
all nine innings. They get yelled
at much of that time.
"They have Irregular eating

habits, they have irregular sleeping habits. They're In and out of
airports and hotels all the time,"
umpires' union head Richie Phillips said Tuesday.
"What I'd like to see is workout
facilities for the umpires In
every city and a trainer In every
city to check their weight, their
blood pressure and their stress
levels," he said. ••These are
things we've asked for and will
continue to ask for."
Sometimes, their size is their
only defense against the constant
bombardment from players,
managers and fans.

grand jury.
"That is something that never
crossed my mind," Roberts said
IRVING, Texas - Alfredo at a news conference, where he
Roberts said Tuesday that he did spoke at length for the first time
not betray friend and former since he, Irvin and two women
teammate Michael Irvin to avoid were Involved in a motel room
indictment on drug charges by a Incident where drugs were
Terry Willicc
The Associated Press
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McSherry, 51, who was listed
at 328 pounds but weighed nearly
400 at times, died Monday shortly after collapsing on the field
during the Montreal-Cincinnati
opener.
The coroner's office In Hamilton County, Ohio, ruled Tuesday
that McSherry died of severe
heart disease. Including an irregular heartbeat He also had an
enlarged heart and a blocked
right coronary artery.
The average weight of the NL's
32 umpires is 214 pounds.

found. He said he would not
comment on specifics of the case
because of a judge's gag order.
"As far as my relationship with
my friend... we understand what
we're going through and the love
I have for him that no one could
ever Imagine," Roberts said, adding he loves the Dallas Cowboys
receiver like a brother.
Irvin and two topless dancers
were Indicted Monday on charges of cocaine and marijuana
possession. The 30-year-old AllPro receiver is free on $5,500
bond and will await trial along
with Angela Renee Beck, 22, and
Jasmine J. Nabwangu, 21. No
trial date has been set
Roberts, former Cowboys tight
end and associate in Irvin's
"Masterpeaoe Ragz" line of apparel, was in the roam with the
trio but was not charged.
He said he never could have
made a deal with prosecutors for
leniency at Irvin's expense.
"I myself did not receive, nor
did not know of receiving, anything different from anyone else
...," said Roberts, who also played
with Irvin at the University of
Miami. "The facts are that I
know of no other preferential
treatment that I've received. IVe
done everything just like everybody else."
Furthermore, his attorney Don
Tittle said, "It would surprise ma

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Professional Success Through Clinical Excellence
For 53 yawn. Northwestern College of Chiropractic has been preparing doctors
of chiropractic Wr have more than 3,000 graduate* across the globe who are
successful, productive dinical practitioners

For Rent

Services Offered
Personals

Northwestern CoHege of Chiropractic will provide you:

•Cumpui/ City Event Ada: f 1.00/ lit day wlih a 35 word limit Subaaquant daya regular rat*. (For an avant to
ba eligible for thla dlacount, tha avant muat ba a ont tlmt mm l8f Nan ■ Pro'lt)

• A weW-rounded. rigorous education integrating the baste and clinical
sciences, diagnosis, x-ray, chiropractic therapeutic* and practice rrvarutgement
• dnical education through every step of the cumcu*jm, beginning with
hands-on chiropractic technique classes *n (he first trimester
■ limited enrollment, small classes (11 1 student to faculty ratio), indrvidual
attention from faculty, and easy access to educational resources
• Cknical mtemsrNps within 35 Minnesota community cBnics and five Coaege
public dirties
" A research center known internationally as a leader m clinica*y<ontroled
research trials, which ta dedicated to advancing the knowledge of c* iropractic
• Extensive financial aid resources
• Final term, fut-ume private practice internship, in clinics around the world

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News

204 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to the BG News)
Total number of days to appear
Phone: 372-2601

"

"Bowling Green has a tradition
of fine coaches in all sports,"
Morin said. "They do a great job
of finding talented coaches."

if he were called by the state as a
witness."

Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
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Despite the poor showing
against the Redskins, Morin feels
the Falcons have the talent to
contend for the MAC championship. "I think If we play up to our
potential we can beat Miami,"
Morin said. The conference
champion wont be determined
until the last day of the i

Roberts claims that he didn't
betray Irvin to avoid charges

17M

NAME (print).

"They played vary strong all
weekend," Morin stated. They
hit all their shots. They struggled
early In the Miami match, but
hung in there and finished off the
Redskins."

McSherry's death raises questions

The season closed with Kentucky as champion and Massachusetts the challenger that
came close, losing to the Wildcats in the semi-finals by six
points.

and 486/Pentmm

"We had a three week lay-off
that really hurt us," Morin
stated. "Xavier was a good match
for us to fine tune our play."
The Falcons needed more than
a fine tune-up as the Redskins
shut out the Falcons 7-0. Morin
felt the lay-off hampered the
Falcons, but spoke highly of
Miami's performance. "They
(Miami) are one of the best teams
we've played all season," Morin
said. "Miami is the team to beat
in the conference."
The, first doubles team of
Tropp and Ciochetto were the
Falcon's only bright spot The
Falcons duo downed the Redskin's combination of Dave Abelson and Ashley Hadgen 9-7 in a

MORIN

http://www.answerfactary.com
Apple

chetto at first doubles to defeat
the Musketeer tandem of Jimmy
Lowery and McDaniel by a score
of 8-4. In other doubles play Falcon sophomores Milan Ptak and
David Anderton downed Eric
Gaughan and Vinay Ratendan
8-3; and juniors Seth Dimling and
Joel Terman stopped Brent Cullen and Doug Klecamp 8-2.
Falcon freshman Radu Bartan
mirrored Tropp's performance
in singles winning 64,6-1 against
the Musketeers Eric Gaughan.
Other victorious Falcons Included Anderton, Terman, and
freshman Ryan Gabel. Coach
Dave Morin felt the match prepared the Falcons well for MAC
rival Miami.

9

Northwestern College of Chlropr«ctk
2501 West 84th Street
Bloomington, MN 55431
1-800-888-4777

for a personal visit or more detailed infbmsatjoa ca« a Northwesi»n
Admissions counselor at 1 -fsOO-RM-4777 You'll discover the exceptional
diflerence an education at Northwestern can make in your Me
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CAMPUS EVENTS

Thar* wsl b* • FORMAL nvjsUng Wad.. Aprl
3rd at 7 30pm In BA 1007. Com* hesr guest
•pettier Sandy Wicki talk about h*r career In
bualne**-to-bu*in*»* msrtujbrig.
•"AM»™AMA•••
••ROWMG"
Meeting Thur*. 9 pm. CISC
Tlma 10 stir up rh* Msum**l
ACupotCuHura
Welcome back Irom Spnng Break! Our
spssksr tor this week's cup of culture la J.L.
Haililasiay. Sha It gong to ahar* h*r lovely
poetry with *v*rybody. Organized A Sporv
eored by Hia Wortd Btudsnt AssoossHon.
Place: Off Campus Student Cantor
Tlma: 3:30 - 430 pm Wadnaaday.
APCS - Purchasing Club - APICS
There is a Joint Meeting on
Thursday. April 4 O 7:30pm BA 110
Richard L Han eon will speak about
ISO 9000 and we oil hold ELECTIONS
tor Fall 996 officer*.
APCS- Putchaaing Club -APICS
Asiarrwnt**! 96 April 26
Asians/Asian Anwncans - enter the essay or
an conlesis now' VWn $75. Call Chriabne
363-2050 or Scott 354-in5 Sponsored by
Aalan CornmunMaa United.
ATTfUTIOWAU.
ORGANIZATIONS A ADVISORS
The and of another semester is neartng.
What batter way ID send it off then to
rscognrrs thoae students t advisor* who
have stood out as exemplary leaders all yew
long. This Friday, April 5th, marks the
Ceadhne to hand in nominations and
applications to SOLO in 450L Student
Services for the Student Leader of the Year
and Advtaor of the Year. Donl tot the
opportunity to recognize these leaders who
are so deserving of this honor pass you by
Thank you and good luck.

Oft-Csmpue and Ne»TraoMonal students
Membership drive in Moaslsy Ha* Basement
Apr* gin -11 rh. Discover what we can do
for you I Free Snacks I
Or contact Oft-Campus Connection at
372-89' 5 and NTSA at 372-8248.
The African American Grad. Student Assoc.
Proudty Presents
A STEPSHOW EXTRAVAGANZA
A benefit performance ovent tor
Project Seerch
Saturday. April 13.1996
7:00 p.m.
101 decamp Hail
Pnc* $10 (include* afterperty)
Tickets are Bursarabie
All proceeds win be donated directly to
the Peace Champion Fund

CITY EVENTS
The African American Gradual* Student Association preeents Bridging the Gap II. Thurs..
April 4 at 6 p m in lha Amani Room. Open
Forum discussion b/w African American grad
uatas and undergraduates.

LOST ft FOUND
Bracelet found: Approx 2 weeks ago. In Union
parking toe Cal 372-4095
DM you pass out on a stranger* couch in
Columbie Court* the week betor* Spring
ApL #2 found your keys m the coat you stole.
Call Jo* at 353-3882 to claim your Keys.

SERVICES OFFERED
PHILOSOPHY
REASONABLE

Fashon Merchandising Association
Wed. April 3
8pm FCS Galena
Speaker from Dilards
Ctscer Elections
Everyone Welcome
LAW SOCIETY
SPEAKER: Judge Bachman
II5BA6 00pm
Wednesday. April 3.1996
LAW SOCIETY

101 PAPERS WRITING
HELP.
MASTERS. 35^0924 VICTOR

Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy test*. Confidential and
caring. 354-4873 BG Pregnancy Cantor
Wanted 100 Students
Loas 8-10 fes. New Metabolism breakthrough.
I tost 15lbs. In 3 weeks GUARANTEED HI
SUITS $35 co*L 1 -800-806-3829
Word Processing - Term Papers. Thesis,
Dissensions, Resumes on Laser Printer.
Call 352-8705 (g to 9).

WE UAONLY

PERSONALS

1 Mf SPRING MATHLON
Saturday. Apnl 20,1996
T he Recreational Sports Biathlon
includes e 1/2 mile awim and ■ 5k run
Msle/Fernale/cc-ed/leanvprediction enMs*.
Sign up in the Intramural Office
st the University Field House
by 4 00pm Wednesday. April 10
For more information call 372-2711

146 North Main
w

Bowling Green
■

■

It's
FREE!

"■DELTA SIGMA PIHELP SUPPORT THE AMERICAN DIABETES
ASSOCIATION COME OUT TO THE
TEETER-TOTTER-A-THON IN THE UNION
OVAL
ON APRS. 3-5. DONATE $.50 AND
RC€ THE TEETER TOTTER FOR 15 MtN
■SBX'SBX'SBX'SBXOssduatton Announcements
SB hour service
Mln Order H
Stop In and ass ual
353-7732
■SSX'SsU'SM'SBX

ATTENTION FALL JUNIORS ANO SENIOR:
As an involved student on campus you may be
eligible for the $500 SCSC Scholarship. AppKcasons am available In 405 Ssddtomlrs Stud»ntS«rv>c**Bldg.D*sd>neisApr<12.

DesperaMy Neededl
MsJs/Fsmtta gradual* student or employed
full nm* to subtosss 1 bedroom apt. from MdMay to Mid-August. Totaly fumlahed and do**
to campus Vary qutot comptox. Only pay rent
and electricity, Rant rtsgodabis. Call 353-9811.

ATTENTION SOPHOUOflES rf you sr* sn
Involved eopftuniuia student, you may b*
algtMe tor Mi* $1,000 Baddtomlwi Schotarehjp. For stoWto, go to OSL 408 SsddtsnUr* Student Service* >tdg. DSaallns tor
A^psoationIs Aprils.

Female Subtoassr tor summer '96. Apt. close
to campus. Own room. $225Vmo. Cal Trade
Q3S4-0S23

AXO' ALPHA CM OMEOA ' AXO
ALPHA CHI IS LOOKING FOR A HOUSEBOY FOR THE lisa-f7 SCHOOL YEAR. IF
BfTERESED C AL L TROMA AT 372-8711
AXO ' ALPHA CHI OSIEOA • AXO
Dont ruin your spring vacation because you're
Co cheap to buy a tanning package
Campus Tanning * 352-7889
EUROPE $22f
CaribbsanrMs»ico$18g
Be s hrd* flexible and save $$$
Well help you beat the airline prices.
Desonabons worldwide.
AIRHfTCH*0O-3»-2009
ttrrstchOnslcom.com
FRsaHMAN: Intsrsst form* tor new menv
bars et fHCSaC are kssstobto In 406 Ssetssair*» Studant Ssrvtoas Bldg. and are due on
Apr* 8. You oouM be ■ part of the oldest
and most sslsct orgsntasllons on campus.
Hey Spring Braatorel
Bring m your special spnng break mugs
a wall Ml them for a special pries.
Paso now open 11
(westrw permitting)
JUNCTION Bar A Gril
110 N. Main
HOTIHOTIHOTI
Loas 20 lbs by summer break I
New metabolism breakthrough.
Results guaranteed! Free giflw/purchaas.
$2005 cost Cal I 800334 1664
Incredfciotig
Per Mnule Long Dis Tttocardl
1 800-730-6687 ACC 66
NRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S SINGLES A COED DOUBLES TENNIS - APRIL 3;
M.W. A C BIATHLON - APRIL 10: M.W GOLF
OPEN TOURNAMENT - APRl 24. PICK UP
ENTRY FORM M 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD
HOUSE ALL ENTRCS DUE BY 4:00PM ON
DUE DATE.
Order of Omega Meet ng Tonight
at 9:15 at the Kappa Kappa Gamma House
N*w Officer elections will be held.
Any questions call Libby © 353-1259
Sandusky packaging company needs business
major Co-op ID work summer and fail 1996 as
assistant to the owner. Co-op will do customer
service, quotes, market research, learn software, do order entry, and some basic accounting. CONTACT Cc-op Program ASAP to SIGN
UPI 310 Saddtomire Student Services Bldg.
372-2451.
SOFTBALL PLAYERS WANTED
Men's B1 or B2 League *t Carter Park in BG
Tuesday Nights $35 for BG resident, or $50 for
non-BG resident. Call Bob Mlllsr at
419-474-1733.
The Oasthering httpjflwww.laksme.com
echoiereMps, ecadsmte A career resource*, Intemehip*. sports, new*, entortalnment, travel, mi*, debates, and 1,000'* of
nnaal
TksdofthsSemoOl' Macaroni Dish?
Gst 100 EXCITING MACARONI RECIPESI
Dekdousi Send $5: Grandma's Kiichan,
Boi 247 BG Gamsrvilla, NY 10923

Flsminder: Monthly Meeting
9om Wednesday Apr! 3
MkH Alumni Cantor

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!
1M8 Rscraetlonal Sport* Biathlon
Saturday. Apr* 20, IBM
Signupm the
Student Rec Center Main Office by Apr. 16
Al volunteers receive a free Biathlon
t-shirt.
tor more information call 372-2711
Welcome back students you probably spent
too much money on Spring Break, so call Mas
at Changing Times Hair Salon tor Special discount price* at 354-2244.

WANTED
1 MF summer subktassr tor turn, apt A/C,
frse cable, reasonable rent. mi. indud. Close
to campus. Ctoan. Also need roommate tor
96-97 school yeer Can 354-8087.
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Lori Leferre \

2 non-smoking male sublessors needed for
Fttt/Spnng of 98. Share room in 2 bdrm., 2
bati apt Oshwashsr, rum , new carpet. $195
.ease tor ssch. 352-0831
2 to4 Subtoaaers needed tor summer.
Large two bedroom. Ctoee to campus, rant nsgplebls. 352-7311.
2-4 Summer Sublessors N**ded. Hug* 2 bedroom townhouM w/bssement. Rent negoDablslCall Holly or St*ph 354-7043.
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EuropussiiG:i$210
Travel
(IKE: Council on International
educational Exchange

m m M n / imm on n' eiw cNasK *•

1-800-2-COUHCIL
II-B00-226-8G24)

353-09KK

3 Summer Subktassr* nseded immediately for
3 bdrm. house Cal Chris. Wes, or Jeramy at
3S4-6S21.

Fsmsi* Subiesser wanted for Summsr.
$1 SOimo. Clo** ID campus Stan 6V1/98

372-5796
Female Summer roommate needed. $250 entire summer. Completely turn A close to campus Cal364-4igi.
Local Bends...We want your musicl
Send your tapsarCO'arwhatever <o Bill C Co
WFAL 120 West Had BGSU to bs ptoysd on
nsgtonsl Radio every Sunday 9-10 p m on
Rsgk
FM am Sou/cable 50
VVFAI
MM or female aubtoeser from now unDI May
BZZSrmo. Close to campus. Electric A phone
only. Very nice apt- Cal 363-3212.
Need subtoassr tor 1 bdrm. fum. apt $330 par
mo. Mey-Aug. or May go - May W. 810 4lh SL
«1 353-4013or 352-0653.
■stsNs
Now thru Jury
1091/2N.MsinAplG
Convenient Location
Righi Across from the bars.
$180/month. Pleas* call 353-7418
Ro

Subtoassr needed to live w/ 2 females In 3
bdrm house. Own mi. (167/mo. No Ual NowAug 352-7732.
SLIMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house - 4th and high
cal: 352-7578
Summer Sublessor rwsded tor an E. Woosler
house. 353-8915.
Two tomato roommates n**d*d for fa!. Call
Dianna 2-3587.
Wantsd: Rural outslds storage In the
McCluro/Bowitng Grssn area tor two straight
trucks. Cal days 7122963265 or eves
712-296-4913, leave a number.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible mailing our drculars
No sipsrience required. Begin now. For intocal 301-306-1207.
250 Counselors A Insructors neededl
Private, coed summsr camp In Pocono Mtns ,
NE Pennsylvsnia Lohikan. Box 25--BG
Kaniwonri, NJ 07033(908) 276-0998
ALASKA EasPLOYslENT Fisrwnes, Parks,
Resorts now hiring! Earn to
$3,00O-$6.000wmol Airfare! Room/Board!
FREE VTOEO w/programl Slat* Licensed
Service. Csl 1019) 032-1480. exLA102.
Ars you •Outgoing
-SellMoBvatod
•Goal Onen ted
•ATesmPlaysr
■Sales Experience
hstoful but not nsosssary
The BG News Is looking tor successful advertising sccount sxscuOves for Fan l996rSpring
1997 Appscslons available at 204 West Hal
or call John Vlrostok at 372-2605 tor more detarla.
ASSEMBLERS: Excellent Income to assemble
products at home, kite 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.
OH-6255.
Babysitter needed in my BG home every Mon.
A Fn and every other Sal. A Sun.. 3 30 p.m112:00am Call257-3240before3pm.
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: TrimrJown
Fitness, coed camp located in the Cankili
Mountains of NY. All Sports, Water-skiing.
Canoeing. Ropes. Lifeguards. Crafts. Dance.
Aerobics. Nutrition. Kitchen. Office. 120 posi
nons Call Camp Shane (800)292-2267.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 posit tonal Coed summsr camp. Pocono
Ulna. PA. Oood eatoryrtlpel (BOB) 669-3339.
Crurse ship jobs Apply now lor summer MVF.
No sxperlsnc* rsquksd. High pay/Benefits
1 800-638-8845 exl C 3507.
Dispatcher position on lie 2nd shitt. Some basic knowledge of the trucking Industry. Abie to
deal with drivers. Olio* is*pon»ibiNtl*s. Futtims. year round position. Contact psrsonnel
manager Dan Singe! at Bowling Transports
Hon. 5110 Defiance Pike. Wayne. Ohio 43468.
288-2385.
EARN $500 or more weekly storing envelopes
at home. Send tang SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dspt. LI. P.O. Box 1779. DsrWsm
Springs. LA 70727.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuflng envelopes
at horns. Sand long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dspt. U. PO Box 1779. Denham
Springs, LA 70727.

Earn cash stuffing snvsfopss at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Ossthe.KS 66051.
Local manufacturing company fats nssd ot
part-time unstated production employees.
These(obs are mainly assembly of small pans.
Vlrork 15-35 hours a week sround your school
schedule. Only one block off BGSU campus,
south of Woostsr Str**t. so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant
Rats of pay la U 25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc. 428 dough Street. Bowling
Green. OH 43402.
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES
Earn eacseent money i
Live In ffsw and Interesting areas. Go with lie
best referral service Over 5.000 successful
placements. Room, board, car plus. * San
Francisco $175/waek • Virginia t25rvweek '
NYC KOtywosk • Chicago $22Srweek • Hawaii Koarwsik * Many more positions No
cost ID nanny! On* year commitment needed
Call 1 80O837-NANI tor free brochure
NATIONAL PARKS HtRtMQ
Posisons n now available al National Parka.
Forests A WVdlife Prsssrve*. Eicsllent bensIns A bonusssl Cal: i 206-971 3620 sit. N
58445.
Pan A Ful time Lswnmowing Positions
avail, tor immediest hiring.
Call Ihvxaerbocker Lawns 352 5335
POWDER
That's what you'll And In Creeled Bun*. Co.
Crested Bun* Mountain Resort offer you an
excellent opportunity to experience paradise.
You can ski, work, play and earn a $500 scholarship. Crested Buna Mountain Resort will bs
holding sn orientation meeting for our student
employment program on 4/12 in trio Adim
Bldg 110 si 6pm
Prudential Securities hiring a computer opera- .
tor/sDckbroker asst. Applicants should be interested in finance, marketing A becoming a
stockbroker. Must know basic programs ot
computer A hsva typing skills ol 35-35 worn.
so.OOmr. tntarsetad pafflSs should contact
GrsgStsenrodat4ig-24g.7341.
Stidsnt Painters is currently looking lor hard
working, motivated students to HI production
manager and painter positions lor this summsr.
Heve some fun in the sun while owning 15 50
♦7 SO par hour. Positions are available in a*
suburbs ot Cleveland. Akron, Toledo. Columbus, ss wall as hers in Bowling Grssn. For
mors Info and an application call
I-600-543-3792.
Sudani with car tor spr. dsan-up A yard work.
Call 866-4527.
Students wanted now
and tor oomlnuing Into *umm*r
Now accepting applications
Churchil'a Supermarket
Mornings and evenings available
Apply al Churohil's Supermarket
1141 S. Main St., Bowling Green
Across from Wsl Mart

Are you an entrepreneur'
Great opportunity, tow start up cost
Management training
Earn up to 1600 per week.
Vehicle required
Cal OVsanland Irrigation
1-S0O-361-4O74
SUMMER HELP WANTED!!!
BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS IS SEEKIKNG
BGSU STUDENTS ONLY TO WORK DURING
THE SUMMER. EMPLOYMENT AVAOBLE
JUNE 8-AUGUST 10
To Apply: Pick up an application al any of the
following locations
•Commons Dinng Center
•DownUndsr
•Founders Dining Center
•Harshmen Dining Center
'Galley
•McDonald Dining Center
'Student Employment
•Food Operations Central Office - 200 Centres
Butdkig.
•Questions: Call Barb Erisman @ 372-7938.
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
•43TRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail, in SRC office
Apply NOW! For mlo cal 2-7477.
TI»0«CALROOI«TSHIWNO
Entry-level A career positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico. Caribbean, ate). Wait
stall, housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, lanes* counselors, end more.
Call Resort Employment Ssrvlcss
1-206-971-3600 en R55443
Women - Men. Earn extra Incom*. Fl*xibl*
hours. I2O0 500 weekly. Call 7 days
407-875-20220x1 0581 H14

FOR SALE
'SB Chevy 4x4 Silverado. New engins/msny
new pert*. BBOOO O.B.O. Call Jason altar 5
0.m at 352-7081.
1988 Honda Accord
Good Condition
(419)861-2102
Bsdosr professional 150 dbie action air brush
A acess. Bsdger Cyclone II sir compressor
modal 160 I. Used 3 times. Both 1125.
352-3771.
Beeutifui double toft University approved
S12SO.BO NfeB kitdvjn tabl* w/2 chaws ISO
O.B.O. RsaHy nice TV/VCR Stand. Looks like
new. (SO O BO Cool Bear Claw couch.
Breaks tola 2 pieces. Modem design. $200
O.B.O. Csl Sam 353-2345
BGSU Graduate Tuition Voucher
Value . (420. seeing tor $360
(419) 666-5813 before 630 p m
IBM Cornpatlbts Computer. 8MB Memory
twCD Rom and modem Hewlett Packard disk
1st color printer w/desk
(1,650. Call
352-1827.

FOR RENT
•J634JJ25 ■ Reduced Ret** •
1 or 2 bedroom apts. Efficiencies A rooms
300blockcJE Merry
9.10.12. !5rrw. looses tor96-97 schooly«*r
• Summsr Apartments Available *
Call 353-0325
V*ry dose to campus. Arc. Fumiehsd
-HoussPorRsnf
729 4th St corner o!4rh A High St
4 bdrms.. central air. 1 1/2 baths
Includes washer/dryer A can bs furnished
Females only 363-0325
1 A 2 bedroom apartments available for 9 S 12
mo. toasaa. New unfurnished aparfnai,.
availabl* in mid-April. Hixsdale Apartments lo
cated at 1082 Fttrvlew. Call 352-5822
835 5th Street - 3 bdrm and ml. room house. 1
ban. Year lease. $750. utn Cal 352 9392
Clean. Deluxe 2 bdrm turn, dishwashers, resident mgr.. A7C heat, water A sewer prov.
Need Msy renters - Call Greg 354-0401 after
6pm.
Eflic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. in housss.
12 mo. toasaa only starring in May. Stave
Smith 352 -6917. (no calls afur 9:00pm).
EfflOeny tor rent. Available May 1 Slh
Call 352-1430
2 Bedroom Apartment for rent
Available August 17th.
Call 352-1430.
House*. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year. 9 month, and summsr Issass

Call 362-7454
jSyirwr'TrwIsVjhtond*
Ths Horns *t*eo
1 -2 bedroom, spacious. A/C. Clean, gas. hsaL
storage, parking. For serious sr. A grad. stud*nt start (395 Cal 354-6038 10-5.
Light Bkj* hous* for summer
suDwase on the comer of North
Summit and Pike. Cal 353-0386
New 2 bdrm. unfurnished apt. available tor immediate occupancy. H-nsdale Apts. 1082 Fair
view. Call 352-5622.
Nice apartment tor summer lease: 1 -2 people:
csl 352-3612 for mom into or to come see
On* bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-6800

SENtORAlRAO STUOENTS
2 bdrm. A/C. gas heal, new psinL A
carpet, quiet arse, laundry. $500/mo.
Jay-Mar Apt.
GRAD STUDENTS^ROFESSiONAL
1 bdrm v* study, new Arc. gas hast.
ceramic We. plush apt*, laundry $57urmo
The Home stasd
SENIOR*)RAD STUOENTS
1 & 2 bdrm. quiet area, gas host
(300 A (95 - Liberty St.

354-6036

TAKE OVER LEASE 96-97 School year. 1
h-frm . Apt., Furnished, pay electric only, Freo
gas, heat A shuttle to campus. Csl Oars
3S3<*28

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 Income potential
C«« 1-800-513-4343 ExLB-9849
HC4X TYPISTS
PC Uesrs needed. $45,000 income potential
Call 1 80&513-4343 Ext B-9849.
Lrtoguerd
Sctoto County Ctub
CcJumbu*. Ohio
Sdoto Country Club is accsplng applications
tor tfeguard position* tor the summer of 1996
Soolo has a vary scove pool opsrason with
four pools, swim tsam. dmca. and private lesson progrsms. Send nssum* of qualificaBons to
Sdoto County Club. 2196 Riversid* Drive.
Columbus. Ohio 43221 snsnbon Tim Hayes or
call lor application at4864341

Seasonal/Casual Merchandiser
The Coco-Colo Bottling Compony of Northern Ohio hos this position
ovoiloble in our Toledo Soles Center. Condidote must possess o volid
driver's license ond must hove o good driving record. Individuol mill work
full-time throughout the summer, reducing to port-time hours the remainder
of the ueor. Schedules would include weekend work ond night hours.
Responsibilities include stocking shelves, building displays and product
rotation. Apply in person at:
The COca-Col* Itollling Company
of Northern Ohio
8970 Cmtmmbm 9bmt*
Toledo, OH 4JMJ12
Altn: Human Rsssonree Admlnlstr-ator - TJI
Xo phone calls pleaseSS
Equal Opportunity Employer

"Hie OxxtOJa BoHing Company of
Northern Ohio currently hminis position
cralcsble in our Toledo Sales Center.
IndtvioVial wi \r>ork lf«xJO/hoU trie summer
rnonths, with the possibility of (ul-time
errspkr/TTient at end of summer.
Resporeibilities indude preparing loads,
loading Rjute trucks and rc»ah>ig stock hire
warerkouse. Evening hours. Iw experience
with a (orldift is required. Please send resume
to, or apply in person or.
The Co co-Cola Bo t ding Compoo■
of Nerthon. Ohio
Sf70 Cotouuba &r««t
Tol.do, Oh 4S41I
AITI.:

Human Resource Aaminislrator - SW
No Phone calls please!
Equal Opportunity Lariployer

